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SUMMARY 

LINAR RESEARCH FLIGHT STUDIES 

ASTROPHYSKAL MEASUREMENTS 

A PURPOSE 

TH* development of bell 1stic mini lies bee rest bed the 
stage where research flights to the moon can be considered 
practicable. This Imminent capability warrants a detailed 
consideration of the reasons for attempting such research and 
the nature of the experimental studies which would be most 
rewarding. The primary purpose of this study has been to out¬ 
line in s general way the basic scientific problems and question® 
concerning the moon and particularly to indicate how a lunar 
research vehicle may be applied to such Investigations. It has 
been our intention also to attempt to outline such areas of 
research requiring additional study or where increased emphasis 
may be desirable. A number of specific experiments sre discussed 
with the hope of showing in some detail the scientific problems 

involved. 

B. CONCLUSIONS 

The general conclusion of this study is that tKe use of 
lunar satellite and impacting research vehicles can provide 
valuable data as to lunar characteristics and cis-lunar environ¬ 
ment with existing instruments! techniques Only a restricted 
number of investigation areas have been considered in any detail. 
These studies lead to the following conclusions 
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1. An optical tyittfi for tracking a lunar resaarch vahlcla in 
flight can provida valuabla Information for tha flight« thamaalvaa 
and for improving our prasant knovladga of tha aatronaaical and 
geophysical constants. Tha usa of raflactoritad plavtlc balloons 
Inflated and launched in sequence during tha cl«’lunar flight appears 
to be a practicable method for making such «aâittremants, A 10 foot 
diameter balloon, reflectorlsed with a 2000 A «eating of aluminas 
will be visible at lunar distances with a 12 inch telescope. Survival 
of the balloons in the cis-luner environment for adequate time période 
appears likely (Section 2). 

2. The measurement of the magnetic field exieting between the 
earth and the moon will provide valuable data with reference to 
magnetic field sources, and aa to tha sources and behavior of cosmic 
ray particles. A measurement of the magnetic field of the moo« will 
provide information as to terrestrial and lunar origins. Instrumenta¬ 
tion capable of accurate measurement* Is available in the art. 
(Section 3). 

3. Measurement of lunar infra-red radiation by means of lunar 
satellite« can provide information as to the lunar surface tempereturee, 
sub-surface temperature«, dust layer thickness, end surface character¬ 
istics. Measurement in the Infra-red from the earth Is difficult, 
and for nighttime temperatures probably impoeeible. Instrumentation 
designs based on presently available equipment appear feasible 
(Section 4). 

4. The measurement of the lunar radioactivity can provide 
valuable information about the compoeition of the moon'* cruet. 
Comparleon of the measured activity with that of terrestrial and 
meteoritic aourcce can abed light bn the que*tlone of lunar origin. 
Measurements of sufficient sensitivity for the weakest known sources 
(atony meteorite) appear feasible (Section 5). 

5. There 1* a possibility of detecting fluorescence of lunar 
cruet materiale from research vehicles if additional background 
Information can ba obtained from eerth-beeed obeervetione. 
Fluorescence measurements can aid in IdentlflcatlV i of the surface 
mataríais and if epaclflc «rest exhibit fluorescence may possibly 
be uesful for guidance (Section 6). 

A. There era theoretical and experimental reaeon* for believing 
that the moon pósasete« a very tenuous stmosphtre consisting mainly 
of argon atoms from tha radioactive decay of potassium. Anothsr source 

xl 
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of lunar atmosphere may be atoms sputtered from the surface by high 
energy particles. These possibilities are discussed In Section 7. 
A method for detection of argon in the lunar atmosphere Is discussed 
in Section 4 of Volume 11. 

7. Evidence has been accumuleting as to the existence in 
interplanetary space of a highly ionized gas which represents an 
extension of the solar corona. There are possible destructive effects 
of such "solar winds" on thin films and instrumentation now contemplated 
for use in space reaearch. The values of solar wind particle densities 
and*velocities ere in dispute. Without additional data aa to these 
quantities and additional experimental Information as to the sputter¬ 
ing of surfaces by particles of the postulated energies, the probable 
damage effects cannot be assessed. Some seemingly paradoxical effects 
o^ solar winds on meteorite* are discussed. (Section 8). 

8. Laboratory experiments mey have a place in the simulation 
of various structural features apparent from lunar observation. 
Mechanisms responsible for the creation of lunar surface features 
such as craters, domes, terraces, etc., may be studied in this way 
(Slction 9). Additional observation of the moon frosi the earth using 
the best of photographic and spectregraphic technique* will provide 
valuable background Information for future lunar exploration. The 
techniques, background and some of the result* of such programs are 
discussed in Appendices A and B. 

C. RECOMMENÇATIONS 

On the basis of the conclusions stated above it is recommend 
ed that measurements of the magnetic fields, radioactivity and 
infra-red characteristics of the moon be carried out in any lunar 
probes or satellites. A tracking system incorporating the balloon 
reflectors warrants serious consideration for the improvement of 
future landing potential, and for Improvement of astrophysics! and 
geophysical constants. Increased emphasis should be placed on 
observational astronomy from the earth for the purpose of obtaining . 
additional ipectrographic, absolute brightness, and possible 
fluorescence data. 
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0. BACKGROUND* - ' • * 

The moon has for centuties excited the Interest'of man. 
Knowledge.relating to its surface and sub-surface materials, informa¬ 
tion and origins can be of extreme importance in relation to the origins 
of the earth and other planets. As the. nearest space station, 
exploration of the moon provide» an ideal development of techniques 
for space exploration. . •' 

E. DISCUSSION' ■ • • " ' * . - 

■ The body of this report,‘Sections 1.through 9 which follow, 
comprises the -discussion ' 

xiii 



SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND 

In order to piece ln perspective the discussion of luner 

exper luientetIon It may be of velue to discuss very briefly the 

information presently available concerning the moon Except for 

knowledge derived from planetary motion, most of the ideas con¬ 

cerning the lunar surface have been deduced from telescopic obser¬ 

vation and include a fair measure of subjective reasoning 

The available information of a factual nature is listed 
in Table 1-1. 

The lunar surface has generally been considered to be 

very old and essentially unchanging However, recent observations 

have raised questions as to the correctness of these beliefs The 

scientific literature contains references to changes which have 

taken place and within the last few years photographic and spectro- 

graphic measurements have Indicated the possibility of the evolution 

of gas and possibly volcanic activity The present status of know¬ 

ledge on this subject is reviewed In Appendix A 

There is no evidence of water, although water may be an 

Internal constituent of the rocks From the moments of Inertia It 

may be concluded that the moon has been "rigid" since formation 

The chemical composition of the crust Is unknown 

1-1 
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Air Density 

Length of day 

Percent of «urface 
vlalble from earth 

Gravitational attraction 

Surface Temperature 

Mean diameter 

Dlatance from earth 

Mass 

Velocity of eacape 

Mean density 

Albedo 

Color 

Position of earth in 
lunar sky 

TA»L£ 1 • 1 

LUNAR DATA 

to*6 - 1Ö'13 * 

29.53 * 

41 
18 
41 

1/6 * * 

101° C 
140° C 

3476 km 

221,463 miles 
252,710 miles 
236,660 miles 

0.01226 * 

2.38 km/sec 

3.33 

0.07 (Avg) 

None 

t“ 8° from mean 

miüQflüCIIÛM 

o 

© 

Mean solar day 

always 
sometimes 
never 

Subsolsr point 
Night 

Minimum 
Maximum 
Mean 

» 

* Value« are compered with those for earth. 
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V«riou» aapcctt oí tKf lunar turface arc dlicutied vary 
briefly ln th« follovlng. A fairly detailed dl»cu*alón oí lunar 
lurfaea characterUtica can be obtained fron references 1, and ) 
through 7 Ineluetva at the and of the section. 

1.1.1 juriaca Natura» of the Moon 

* , Haría 

The marled are great comparatively emooth area« which 
appear to have been »Olten rock, They are amooth only by comparUon 
to Other areal and commonly are bounded by high cliff». They are 
auch darker then the generel aurfece and have an albedo of about 
0.04 to 0.05 The aarie conprlae about one-third of tha lunar aurfaca 
and art covered by duet. Although »oat atudenta bailava tha layar to 
be thin, perhapa laaa than ona c»., Gold^) ha a propoaad a theory 
which predict* dual hundrada of «atara thick. Som* crater« art ob¬ 
served of which a ftv appear to ba oldar than tha »arta, aa for exaaq>l« 
Archtaedas In the Mara laibrlum. Other« like Arlsttllus, also Imbrlum, 
ara nawar than the mare. Many "ghoata” of earlier featuraa ire apparent 

There has been aome controversy regerdlng the formation of 
tha maria. Soa» author« believe that the rock wae malted by aateroldal 
impact; an eaplanatlon which aeema probable for the central third of 
Hare Imbrlum. Very likely other» are collepee phenoattna poaalbly 
raauiting from triggering Impecta. 

gouah Surface 

In general the rough surface has an albedo two or three 
tlmea that of the maria although there are a few dark araaa. It 
exhibit* bombardment, volcanic, aubaldence and mixed features, with 
much of the tree covered by crater-like formation«. 

Peculiar Feature« 

Tha»« are the feature»^) which do not fit well Into general 
categoría«, and perhaps only the valleys arc Important. The broad 
vallays are probably grabtn-llka. Thare era thouaanda of vary narrow 
on«a usually modarataiy deep with ataep walla with length« of 200 
mllaa or mora. They are not found In the central parts of tha maria 
or very rough araaa but are vary common naar «horelinea Thaae rill» 
and clafta will Interfere atrlouely with aurfact travel. 

1-3 
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Mountain Walled PUlns 

Tha typical walled plaina^^are 50 to 150 mile« in diameter 
and characteristically have little or no external wall. Their inter¬ 
nal walla however are not circular but tend toward square, rectangular 
or especially hexagonal shape and are discontinuous. Such plains are 
found only in mountainous areas. Their floors tend toward smoothness; 
the large ones resembling small maria. They have no system of rays 
and tel.dos have central peaks. Scarps and lines of small craters 
sometime* are common boundaries for adjoining plains with many on a 
rather smooth floor. They become almost invisible under a high sun 
and only the shadows make them conspicuous. The rock inside and on 
the walls is similar to that outside. They appear to be the result 
of graben-like collapse perhaps triggered by impact, rather than of 

exploaive origin. 

The Explosion Craters 

The explosion craters^) have definite external walls and 
some brighten very much under a high sun. Others, such as Eratos¬ 
thenes, almost disappear when shadows are short. In some instances, 
tka inner walla exhibit terraces, and craterlets commonly are found 
around the rims of all except the smaller craters. Unlike the typi¬ 
cal mountain walled plains, which are found only in mountainous 
aftas, these cratera exist in all aorta of terrain. Many linea of 
cfaterleta exiat on their outer walls and in the neighboring areas 
and often form numerous rills or clefts. Most commonly the clefts 
tend to be radial to the great explosion, although some clefts are 
found to peint in other directions or even to follow curved loci. 
Some of the outer slopes of explosion enters exhibit valleys which 
give at least a caaual impression of having been formed by erosion. 
Aristillus ia an excellent example. Central mountains or groups of 
hills are common to the craters although rare within the typical 
walled plaint. The explosion craters exhibit an approach toward 
circularity while the rims of the mountain walled plains definitely 

are polygona. 

The largest craters that brighten under a high sun pro¬ 
bably were Initially of meteoritic or aateroidal origin, but assumed 
their present form from subsequent volcanic action, and the small 
cratera that $o brighten were apparently formed by meteoritic Impact. 
Quite a number of nonbrightening craters, which exhibit bright 
craterlets, seem to be volcanic, but the action may have been initi¬ 
ated by meteoritic ahock. The large nonbrightening explosion craters 

1-4 
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probably are aoatly volcanic, although It Is at present Impoailble 
to be certain In the case of any particular example The crater* 
found on the Irldum Highlands, the Alps, the Caucasus, and the 
Apennines are mostly volcanic, 

The Domes and Small Craters 

Many, perhaps all, of the craterlets^ have external 
walls and lines of craterlets are common. Some are composed both 
of craters and of domes. Sometimes the lines ire curved and form 
complex patterns. Craterlets In these lines do not brighten to a 
starlike appearance under a high sun. Isolated craterlets are 
consnon on the mare floors They exhibit, In general at least, an 
appearance of laving floors deeper than the surrounding mare. The 
typical Isolated mare floor craterlets have the same general appear¬ 
ance as have the domes, except for the opening In the top and seem 
to be collapsed domes. Small craters are common around the rims of 
large craters and of mountain walled plains 

More than a thousand craterlets exist In the Copernicus 
area and at leaat hundreds near Tycho. Some of these craterlets 
brighten very much under a high aun and become starlike, a pheno¬ 
menon that is observed In the ceses of Tycho, Copernicus, and other* 
of the larger craterlike formation«. Other craterlets tend to dle- 
appear, and many of them brighten moderately. In many caaes lines 
of craterlets have coalesced to form vs)leys Careful examination 
with large Instrument* reveals signs of craterlets In many, perhaps 
in the majority, of the rilla or cleft«. Occasionally even fairly 
larga craters form s line, a beautiful example being the north-and- 
•outh line that touches the western wall of Pltatus. An arc of 
craterlets may enclose « pert telly sunken area. Excellent examples 
may ba found south of Hell Plain and In the northwestern pert of 
Lex«11. Craterlets are also found in the mountain regions. Many 
small craters can be observed on the Apennines under favorable condi¬ 
tion*; larger craterlets are observable on the Sinus Irldum Highlands, 
and others can be seen In the Alps and the Caucaeue regions. 

The Lunar lays 

Lunar rays*are brightIsh streaks which can be seen In 
connection with craters that brighten under a high sun and which re¬ 
appear at the «ame phase each month. Long raye ere complex and often 
ara observad to progreae from one crater to another In systems 
connected with the larger rings there la • tendency for the longer raye 
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to be tangent to the rings. At first glance, Kepler would appear to 
be an exception to the rule, but careful observation shows that some 
of the radial spokes are composed of two converging tangential rays 
from opposite sides of the ring In other instances, a single ray 
can be traced back to tangency As in the system of Fumer lus, rays 
Often issue from small, intensely bright rings on, or near, large 

“ones 0 • 

’ . Usually rays are seen only at the genera! level of the 
* surface This may not necessarily describe the whole situation be¬ 

cause elevations are apt to be brighter than the surrounding country 
Large rays .are composite and are composed of .small, dagger-like rays, 
"radial to*the associated crater, while short rays are associated 

■ directly with crater-like formations which brighten under a high sun 
Frequently craters that brighten have tiny ray systems, and some, of . 
these ray systems' combine to form the complex principal rays of such 
craters-as Tycho and Copernicus The rays appear to be a type of - 
surface marking and lie along cracks which themselves are not visible. 

■The rays*may be"due to dust from gases that have escaped from the 
.cracks or a- staining of the rocks by such gases 

1 i 2 Origin and Evolution. 

It appears most probable that the moon was formed as.a 
separate planet and that, it was rigid when it first approached the 
earth. This origin is indicated by its moments of inertia, its-orbital 
and equatorial constants and the mixed character of Its surface features. 

Probably as it approached close to the earth tidal forces 
disrupted its surface badly and heated it a great, deal but did little 
to the deep volume This tidal friction was sufficient to change its 

• orbit with respect to the earth from hyperbol ic .to a stable ellipse. 
Since that time tidal forces have fol1owed classical theory and forced 

the two bodies farther apart 
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1,2 LUNAR RESEARCH PROGRAM 

1.2.1 General Proaram ' ’* 

Lunar resa.rrh can be carried oui In three broad ph.ee.: 

1) from the earth, 

‘ •• 2) through the ose of research vehicles and Umar^ satellite«, 

3) by landing instruments on the moon, and finally, 

. ’ * 4) .by manned landings. . * 

„„ roe-r»H enecificallv toward the moon, Itself, 

•« * • 

geophyeical or astrophysical nature. > , , 

Greenfield has presented at a meeting of the Lunar and 
Planetary Exploration Colloquium a list of possible experiment, to be 
nirformed in a program of lunar measurements. Obviously not all of the , • 

Investigation, were of e,u.l »erit and t^afo™ .0^ cHU.l. _ 

d'í'”1«nr«Ítrn8”fSt’«"»ll‘9“‘“S^" «P"1“"** ■"'n»'d *" ' 
three**categories ‘hlch »ere ba.ed mainly on 
„.nt for knowledge gained, from prior «‘périmant.^ ‘ ' 
grouping has been adopted for the purpose of this report. 

In any experiment Involving contact with the lunar »urfac# 
there always will be the risk of contamination. Either radioactive or 

biological contamination ^ the 

“Lr:: » r„ 0.0,-,0.,1,.0-iiriv 
ht allowed co^nhiblt unreasonably all luna, experimentation, p.rtlcu arly 
be * . ...,,. ,,): wide-spread distribution of: the contaminant is 

:t;ngîÏîeP°"he .t.L of the art win no doubt be the de,e™lnln, factor 

in many of the suggested investigations. 

1.2.2 Experimentation from thej[arth 

Table 1.2-1 lists several areas in which experimentation 

can be profitably carried out from the earth. 
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TABLE 1.2-1 

EXPERIMENTS TO RE PERFORMED FROM THE EARTH 

A. Photographic and photometric observation in different 

wavelength regions 

B. Laboratory experiments on hypothetical lunar materials 

C. Studies of terrestrial geology as applied to lunar 

features 

D. Laboratory studies of closed ecological cycles as 
applied to man as well as other biological studies 

E. Spectrographic and polarigraphic measurements 

Although the moon has been studied by observational techniques 
for many years, there are important regions where information is 
lacking or out-dated. Therefore an intensive program of experimenta¬ 
tion from terrestrial locations is desirable and may even be a necessary 
preliminary to vehicular research. Some of the more important Investi¬ 
gations are described in the following. 

Direct Photography 

This program will involve a long detailed search with a large 
telescope at all possible phases. Instead of pairs, as have been 
obtained (1-7), three plates in different parts of the spectrum should 
be secured at each obatrvatlon. Photographs should be made also in 
polarized light. One complete observation will require from three to 
nine exposures. Use of a blink type scanner will allow studies in 

extreme detail. 

Appendix B contains a comprehensive survey of the problem of 
lunar photography including historical notes. 

Photometry 

There li no satisfactory scale of brightness for lunar features. 
Accurate knowledge of relative brightnesses is essential in any program 
to determina possible lunar changes. A photometric program also will 
have much value in general studies of the nature of the surface. It 
would be des treble to measure by modern photometric equipment at least 
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one hundred o£ the most importent .reas. Ohser^tlon. should be m. 
at .mail interval, of colatitude throughout the month curve, 
albedo e.tabli.hed. For features near the limb, correction, for 
libration will be necessary. 

Spectroaraohic Program 

All intensely bright and intensely black craterlet. should N 
investigated spectrographically throughout the month. Such ring p 
irñ«. «eö to be fltudied crefblly. Only tbroug . c.pr.h.n.,,. 
progiwn doe. there .ppe.r to be .neb ch.nce of gaining needed dtt. 
concerning outaassings such as occurred in AlphonsusJ».. Such a 
program should discover any strong luminescence which may exist. 

Surface Temperatures 

The work of Pettit and Nicholson*10>11 -12) should be repeated, 
usina one of the largest telescopes and the more sensitive techniques 
now available. It wUl be deair.ble to include «P*»« ‘ 
on areas a. small a. the floor of plato and section, of the floor of 
Alphonsus. The problem of measuring lunar surface temperatures wi 
earth based equipment is discussed in some detail in Section 4 o 

thia report. 

|.2.3 Experimentation Using Research Vehicle« and Satellites 

Experimenta which may be performed from research rockats 
are described in the main body of the report. Some of the possible 
experiments are listed in Table 1.2-2, 

TABLE 1.2-2 

EXPERIMENTATION THROUGH USE OF 
RESEARCH VEHICLES AND LUNAR SATELLITES 

A. Astrophysical experiments bearing on the cis-lunar 
environment 

B. Radioactivity of the surface 

C. Lunar gravity and geodesy 
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D. Measurement of basic astrometric constants 

E. Thermal mapping (infra-red) 

F. Magnetic field measurements 

G. Measurement of lunar atmospheric parameters 

A lunar satellite should provide opportunity for making 
measurements which require longer flight times than are available in 
a probe vehicle. Accurate measurements of the lunar magnetic field as 
well as determination of the moon's shape and possible lack of isostacy 
may be made from study of satellite motions. 

The selenography of the far side of the moon, knowledge of 
heights of mountains, craters, rims, etc., would be extremely valuable 
since present information regarding lunar elevations is notoriously 
poor. Stereoscopic photographic maps of special areas of the moon as 
well as detailed photographs of sites considered for landings of men 
and instruments are worthwhile objectives of a lunar reconnaissance 
satellite. However the resolution obtainable will, of course, determine 
the usefulness of the information obtained. High resolution is desirable 
in order to see impacts and resulting dust clouds, to obtain better 
resolution of the moon as a whole, and to obtain better resolution of 
limited areas, such as the craters Tycho and Copernicus or the walled 
plains Alphonsus and Plato. 

1,2.4 Experimentation by Landing Men and Instruments on the Moon 

Table 1.2-3 lists some of the possible experiments that either 
require contact or would be most conveniently performed right at the 
surface. 

TABLE 1.2-3 

EXPERIMENTATION BY UNDING INSTRUMENTS ON THE MOON 

A. Magnetic measurements 

B. Determination of chemical composition 

C. Search for sub-life forms and macromolecules 
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D Determination of surface conaiatency, electrification, dual 
thickness, electrical conductivity and temperature profile 

of soil. 

E. Bomb experiments 

F. Atmospheric measurements 

G. Harking by impact 

H. Photographic and astronomical observations 

I. Seismic and gravitational measurements 

J. Ground exploration by controlled vehicles 

K. Meteorite bombardment rate 

L. Return of lunar sample 

The fourth category, manned landings, offers such a range of 
possible experiments that no listing was attempted. A brief discuss on 
of landing sites has been included below and may serve to outline in 

a general way some of the problems involved. 

Iadding Sues 

Although preliminary measurements can be made using instrumental 
technioues perhaps by so-called hard and soft landings, It Is likely that 

vlll l .,a«p,.d fv,r.uy u -h, 
the landing site will arise. Urey(l3) has suggested that an ini lal landing 
be made near the boundary cf the western Mare Serenitati*. In this way 
samples of bolh the black and grey material, there as w^j ^ 
from the nearby mountains could be obtained. Tombaug c _ 
landing on the south edge of Mare Fngoils between Aristote e. and he 
western end of the Alpine Valley. The selection is made mainly on the 
basis of variety of features and the presence of a smooth landing area. 
The same author quotes Ryan as selecting Sinus Roris and exploration of 
the crater Harpolus, a choice apparently dictated by the same considération». 

Estimates of landing sites are uncertain primarily for two 
reasons. First, there are many still unknown conditions of the lunar 
surface and, secondly, the accuracy of the guidance system is not known 
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With low accuracy guidance a large mare floor tends to be favored. 

The comparatively featureless surface of such a floor will make it 
easier to find equipment. Also, rills have not been observed across 
the central parts of mare floors. The presence of rills is exceptio- * 
ally Important if there is to be movement from one place to another. 

The maria are believed to be covered by dust but whether it 
is hundreds of feet thick or only a few centimeters is not known. A 
guess however is not sufficient to select such a site for a larding 
that perhaps would be rendered useless by deep dust. The second 
section of the general problem has to do with the purposes of the land¬ 
ing. Hard lerdí-gs to locate transmitting instruments probably could 
be made almost any place on the surface. Soft landings could be made 
more easily i- the mare-like areas. In the temporary landing of men 
a site could be chosen that was entirely different from that for a 
permanent landing. In a temporary landing It would not be necessary 
to construct permanent dwelling shelters. Probably there would be 
little travel and therefore rills would be a minor problem. If the 
question of deep dost does not disqualify them, mare-like plains would 
appear to be best for temporary landings. 

The permanent landing of men is complicated by the lack of 
shelter sites and the presence of rills will make travel from one place 
to another difficult. Permanent shelters on the moon perhaps could be 
small crater lets covered over. The advantages are: 

1. A great deal of the construction work already has been 
done 

2. Such shelters are less vulnerable to meteorites 

3. With the small weight of objects on the moon the cover¬ 
ing problem should not be too serious 

If men are to work permanently on the moon, it li essential chat they 
gain from it water, air, and metals. Very likely it will not be 
practicable to carry su:h things except for short-lived expeditions of 
a very few men. A chain of crater lets such as those near Copernicus 
and near Tycho would appear to be the most suitible for shelter purposes. 
Copernicus however is much nearer the lunar equator than Tycho. If 
the sun passes almost directly overhead the problem of protecting such 
a craterlet shelter from heat radiation is formidable. Ac high latitudes 
the inner surface that is subject to direct solar radiation is much 
smaller and the problem is simplified a great deal. One would guess 
from analogy to terrestrial conditions that usable mineral sources most 
likely would be found in mountainous areas. 
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In the location of a site the ability to travel of peraonnel 
who are left on the moon la exceedingly Important. Today more than 
1,000 rill* on the moon are known. A rill la a narrow, rather deep valley 
Which may be as long as perhaps 200 miles. The narrowest rills we may 
observe under the best conditions perhaps are between 1/8 and 1/4 mile 
wide. Crossing them would have to be either by bridging or by using a 
sophisticated "pogo stick". There may well be 100 rills for every one 
observable from earth. Final observations must be from photographs made 

• rather near the lunar surface. Another question of site Is that of 
observation optically from the earth. If this la very Important, It 
favors mare-1Ike areas. 

If there la any way by which the depth of tue dust can be 
determined from the earth It must be done. If It Is deep over the 
maria there certainly will be some mountainous areas where It will be 
shallow. For example, If guidance Is good enough It might be possible 
to land on the rather wide rim of Copernicus without ouch fear of serious 
dust difficulties. The question of outgasslng In some of the craterlets 
Is Important. From the few data which are available It might be wall to 
avoid craterlets which were excessively black or excessively white. 

The question of lunar latitude of the site will not be 
Important for a temporary landing where shelter has been carried from 
the earth. However, as mentioned above, It becomes very Important If 
craterlets are to be the basis of habitation. The question of latitude 
scarcely enters Into the problem of optical observation of the earth 
from the moon. Because of the lack of atmosphere, the earth can be 
observed as accurately only a few degrees above the lunar horison as at 
any other altitude. It may be however that some other types of observa¬ 
tions would be handicapped if the earth were too close to the horison. 
If astronomical observations are to be made, high latitude« should of 
course be avoided, unless stations were established In both the northern 
and southern hemispheres. 
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SECTION 2 

TRACKING REFLECTORS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Accurate observations and measurements of the trajectories 
of lunar flights will constitute an experiment of major scientific 
Importance. The Information to be obtained Is needed for predicting 
the time and place of impact, or for the activation of retro-rockets 
to establish the probe as a lunr satellite. The trajectory 
observations are also of prime Importance for improving our knowledge 
of the astronomical and geophysical constants, including the mass 
of the moon. Our present knowledge of these constants is not 
sufficiently exact for high precision orbit prediction. For example, 
a landing on the moon by means of a ballistic trajectory based upon 
present values would be uncertain by more than 1000 miles, a land¬ 
ing on Mars, by some 50,000 miles. It follows, that high precision 
in observation of the trajectory and especially the point of impact 
of several lunar flights will serve to significantly improve our 
knowledge of these constants. As a consequence, our potential for 
future landings on the moon will be improved, which is essential to 
the establishment of depots or supplying future expeditions to the 

moon. 

Prediction of time and point: of impact requires that 
corrections to the orbit be made and consequently that good 
observational data be available within a few hours after launch. 
These observations must be reduced as carefully and accurately as 
is consistent with the time available. Post-impact revisions of the 
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«pecuUr and diffuse spherical surfaces as a function of phase. 
The light intensity at a distance capital R from the reflector 

is given by the relation 

pi 
j o 

where 

IS is the elevation angle of the sun, 

small r is the radius of the reflecting sphere, 

I is the intensity of parallel light incident on the sphere, 
o 

and 
f 

is the reflectance of the sphere. 

As seen 1¾ is constant (lA) with respect to « for the specular 

reflectorbut has the value 

“ ( t^T - 31? v L 
COB ft + sin ft ) 

for a diffuse reflector. The light received from a specular reflector, 
then, does not depend on the phase angle of the sun, but for a dit fuse 
reflector the reflected light intensity will vary from rero to better 
than two and one-half times the intensity for a specular reflector 
of the same size at full phase. At quadrature the values are almost 
equal (the specular Is better by about 171) and for convenience in 
the following discussion are considered equal. The calculation of 
diffuse and specular spherical reflectors Is treated in detail in 

Appendix C. 

The problem of reflector visibility is most acute at the 
full lunar distance. In Figure 2-3, the stellar magnitude of diffuse 
reflectors at this distance is plotted as a function of their diameter 
in feet The other curve shows the required telescope diameter to 
view them from the earth. For this calculation the reflectors are 
assumed to be viewed in quadrature and the value of 1¾ above reduces 

to JL- The energy reaching the earth from a reflector of this type 
3TT ‘ 
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will b* givtn by 

2 
j . 2 K 0.8 K 0.134 X r 

3Tr (2.4 it io5 X 5.28 X 103)2 

wfe«r« r 1« th« rxdiu. of tht b.lloon ln fe«t. In thü relation the 
«oler light flux L taken to be 0.134 watt. - cT' at one 
aetronomical unit. For a 10 foot balloon the light energy received 

at the earth will then be about 3.5x10 watte - cn . 
■agnltude .tar which ha. 5.33x10*20 .ffective watt. - cm can be 
t.Srd.d by • «0 inch t.L.cop.. On th, b..l. of th. rt««« 
tlon thl, t.ltacopt »old racord a balloon of .boot 4 foot 
Allowing for uneven illualnation it i. a..«a«ed that the 10 foot 
reflector will be .,vivaient to th. 17th magnitud, .tar. J;h. 
curve, of Figur. 2-3, a 100 ft. dia^t.r reflector would have an 
apparent magnitude of .lightly 1... than 12 which can be •««" 
«4 inch teleacope. lince the ma.a of the balloon and launching 
coaolexlty increa.a. with balloon dlaaieter, a compro«!.« of 30 It. 
oHo «tir dimeter appear, «ceptable, Thl. ..lection lead, to a 
requirement for 12-16 Inch tele.cope.. Tele.cope. of thi. .i.e 
•hould be av.iltóle for u.e ln ob.ervatori.. around the world. 
Figure 2-4 .how. the .teller magnitude of the 30 ft. reflector 
function of their dl.t.nce from the earth. At about .06 lunar 
distance, (15,000 mile.) the magnitude would be about 8, or 
whet weaker then 1. vl.lble to the naked eye. 

2.3 LIGlfr PU83URS ACCKLIRATION 

Since the mee. to .urface ratio of the b.lloon. will be 
very .mall, pr...ur. due to .unllght will accelerate them away from 
theparent mi..lle. Con.ider, initially, a plane reflecting «urface 
with incident electromagnetic radiation. In thi. ca.a, the radiation 
glvti ri*t to * normal preaaurt, Pu» and a tangtntlal itrtai Px* 

F • u (1 +/0) co. 0 
N 

(i) 

F - u (1 -/0) co. 0 .in 0 (Î) 
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u is the energy density of the incident radiation, 9 is 
the angle between the surface normal and the propagation direction 
for the incident radiation, and/1 is the surface reflecting power. 

For a spherical reflecting surface, the net force due to 
radiation pressure is obtained by integrating expressions (1) and (2) 
over the appropriate hemisphere; thus 

F -tTR u (3) 

R is the radius of the sphere while F is the net force due 
to radiation pressure. For sunlight, F will be along the solar 
vector and directed away from the sun. Expression (3) has been 
obtained by assuming to be independent of 0 and wavelength. 

For a balloon 30 feet in diameter at one astronomical unit 
from the sun, 

F TT X (4.57xl02)2 cm2 
_5 3 

X 4.5x10 ergs/cm 

■ 29.6 dynes 

The mass of 1/4 mil Mylar balloons reflectorised with 2000 
Angstroms of aluminum is plotted as a function of diameter in figure 
2-5. A 30 foot reflector of this type will have a mass of about 5 1/2 
lbs. or 2500 grams. Thus the acceleration of the balloon due to 
light pressure will be about 1.2xlO-2 cm - sec'2. Separation from 
tha parent body due to light pressure will be about 77 kilometers at 
10 hours, and almost 1770 kilometers after 48 hours. As a result, 
tha balloons will stretch out in a line from the missile. Separation 
of the balloons from the vehicle due to light pressure la given at a 
function of time after ejection in Figure 2-6. 

2.4 BALLOON SURVIVAL 

The balloon reflectors must survive in the cls-lunar 
environment for a period of about 3 days if they are to serve their 
purpose. Damage to the balloon can result from solar winds, 
equilibrium temperature, and meteoritic damage. Solar winds are 
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considered in some detail in Section 7 and therefore will not be 

discussed here. 

2.4.1 Balloon Temperature 

The general problem of equilibrium temperature of a 
balloon above the earth can be considered as follows. A balloon 
ejected at an altitude of x miles above the surface of the earth 
will reach temperature equilibrium within a few seconds with the 
radiation from the sun and the earth. The temperatures on alualnum 
coated Mylar balloons can be calculated for noon and for night. 
For this calculation it will be assumed that aluminum absorbs 71 
of the solar radiation, but is only 31 black to thermal radiation 
(mostly in the region 5-15 microns). Calculations will b« “de 
with Mylar assumed to be transparent to solar radiation but 71 
black, 271 black and 481 black to thermal radiation. 

The radiation absorbed on the top of the balloon will be 

0 14 f cos I watt a/ cm2 while the radiation absorbed on the bottom 
(from the Earth) will be 0.035 F0K cos 0 vatts/cm?. In addition 
there will be heat transfer in the Interior of the balloon, f is 
the blackness of the balloon to solar radiation, % the angle from 
the lenlth, F0 the blackness of the outside surface to thermal 
radiation, K is proportional to the solid angle subtended by the 
earth, andáis the angle away from a line pointing toward the earth 

X 

The interior of the balloon is a hohlraum and will have a 
constant radiation density determined by the average value of T over 
the surface. The temperature at any point on the surface can be 
determined by setting the hist ebsorbed equal to the best radiated, 
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or for the top 

0.14 f cob H + Fj^O* 

and for the bottom 

0.035 K Fo cot 0 + F^T (F, * F0)(TT2 

•y 

th. radiation fro. tha l.rth 1. 0.035 .od 
. a tht bi.ckne«« of the interior turface. For the balloone 
aSarge distance from the earth the radiation received is »ro. 

Tbe balloon will be mada^of ^1^111 

aluminum, f for J1“*1"“ ^ „ e Jlue of <? T4 can be calculated 
be assumed to be O.JU. me aveia»* . „ . , 
by .etting the received radiation equal to the emitted 

over the whole surface, or 

0.14 fTf R + 0.035 FoKtT R 4ir rV t4f. 

or 

0.14 f + 0.035 FoK “ ^ Fo0" ^ 

At 800 miles K - 0.6. With aluminum on the outside 

- 4 
0.14 X 0.07 + 0.035 x 0.6 x 0.03 - 0.120 T 

4 / 2 T • 0.0865 watts/cm 

and T - 351°K 

the temperature of a ball in the center of the balloon. If the 
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aluminum is on the inside, then Fq * 0.30 and F , - 0.03, and 

I4 » 0.0133 watts/cm2 

and T - 220°K 

The beat estimate for i/4 mil Mylar is that it is 301 
black although it may be a$ high as 501 or as low as 71 (101 with 
aluminum). The temperature distribution around a balloon of this 
type away from the earth has been calculated and is given In 
Table 2-1 The calculation has been made for the aluminum coating 
on the inside and the outside, and for three values of Mylar 
absorptivity from 10% to 50%. The temperature is fairly uniform 
about the reflector for the aluminum outside and is well within 
the limits for Mylar. The lower temperatures reached for the 
aluminum on the inside are below the safe range for Mylar, but this 
may not be a problem once the balloon Is inflated. Available 
characteristics of Mylar are given in Table 2-2. 

2 4.2 Meteorit 1c Damage 

The balloon reflectors will be subjected to meteor 111c 
bombardment resulting in a number of Small holes permitting escape 
of the inflation gas. This effect will depend upon the fraction 
of the surface area which is perforated. Since the Mylar thickness 
is 1/4 mil or about 6 microns, meteorites of this diameter or larger 
will cause holes of approximately their own size on penetration. 
Smaller meteorites may cause holes larger than the meteor diameter. 
Pessimistically, one micron diameter meteors can be assumed to 
penetrate and cause holes as large as 5 times their radius. The 
analysis by Watson(2) of the number of meteors striking the earth 
per day per unit of magnitude has generally been adopted. The 
frequency distribution is represented by the relation 

N -4 5 X 105 X 10 
m 

Thus there are 4 5 x 105 meteors in the unit magnitude range around 
zero striking the earth per day. Although there Is no experimental 
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TABLE 2*2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF MYLAR 

P 
Tensile Strength 

Zero Strength Temp. 

Tear Resistance 

Cold Brittle Temp. 

Infrared Absorption 

U V. Absorption 

Met alizing 

Seal Strength 

1.29 gm cm 

25,000 p.s.i. at 20° C 

2 50 °C 

27 gms/mll 

- 65°C 

(2 - ) 3 times that of polyethylene. 
Both absorb well above 1m 

o 
Opaque below 3150 A 

Very good 

16 - 20 1 b a /1 ne h 
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verification of this frequency distribution for meteors fainter 
than the 10th magnitude it has often been extrapolated a. far 
as the 33rd magnitude. There are several arguments leading 
a belief that the number of incident meteor« in the larger *- 
magnitudes (emaller sites) must be greater than that g^n by an 
extrapolation of the-Watson relation. Bauer*3) has revised the 
figures for meteor incidence as function of magnitude on the 

assumptions: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The total amount of meteoric material reaching the 
earth is 1000 tons/day. 

The excess incidence above that given by the Watson 
IIstribution arise from an excess number of mtcro- 
i.eteors in the magnitude range 20 to 30 (1.2 x 10 gm 

to 1.2 x 10'12 gw). 

The number of micrometeors in a unit magnitude range 
is still proportional to the factor 10-^. He calculât 
the revised impact rates in. the region of Interest 
as given in Table 2-3. 

es 

0» thl. b..l. . fairly peaBimiatlc aatl-.e of "" 
obtained if a flux of IO'* cm'2 sec'! is assumed for «»* écrites 
which can create holes of about 5 microns average diameter. The 
mass of gas escaping through a small hole of area A into a vacuum 

can be closely approximated as 

L - 
(A) 

where P is the density of the gas in the volume and V is its mean 
thermal velocity. From this, the fraction of the tots g-J content 
of the balloon which escapes per second through the hole will be 

1 V A 

4-- 3 jff t 
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Expressing t>-e hole size, or total damaged area of the balloon as 

ad » f ¿.-»r r2 

where f is now the fraction of the .surface area which has been 

perforated, the fractional escape rate becomes 

F 
e 

i 
l 

V f/r 

-4 -2 
Using the 10 cm se.c 

-1 flux rate given above the fractional area 

p.'rforsud pcr second »ill he appro.io.etel, 2 x 10'11 ■ » 
! thermal velocity, V, Is taken as lxlö‘ cm sec 1 and 

mcaii V- *-*"■-*■ -- < ■ • Jll V 

= 450 cm, then the pressure change rate will be 

S£ 
dt 

4 n ,*"11 7" 
3 x 10 x 2 x 10_xJt- 

4 50 
tp, 

- 10 tp 

and Intégrâting 

p * p e 
Kt o 

The fractional pressure change as a, function of time of ejection is 

plotted in Figure 2-7 
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SECTION 3 

MAGNETIC field measurements 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

, lunar prob« can provide the carrier for tv» 

field itself. 

A meaaurement of the magnetic fields in ®Pa^"J,Ln<(jr'JÍril1*y 

by the megn . th ID4ce near the earth-moon system is 
whatever £ield exists in tne P , . ^ *1,41, mAun^t ic wnaLCYCi * —*«.,1 fíno from the superposition ot the magnet ic 
probably a coatpoa t. ' “ ‘"‘. “ o and p.a.lbl. 

U I ^1 « '^lf“d'b, aol.r .l»d. or 
au. or wnicii um, ly the f idd of tl\# earth is 

"TaÒníüv «“Tl ÏÔor .nd ««..««»nr =f tb« a-bl«« * * 
"„n“b«“íi; S"p ¡o .bad llgbt on tbl. comp 1 «a .1 — 100. 

Th. lunar fl.ld lt»«lf 1>. of cour.«, of gr«., lotar«.. 

Knouladg. of “//^IdlfoMi ".“d^.U Iriu « 

^rfírp-oü". »? c«...«.... .»d .o,., ».«d 

particles on the surface of the moon. 
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Unfortunately, present knowledge concerning solar and other 

magnetic fields is quite speculative - but from available information 

and theories some estimate of the field strengths to be expected must 

be derived in order that the sensitivity and range of the measuring 

devices can be selected Obviously, these estimates will be subject 

to considerably uncertainty The background information relating to 

the magnetic fields of the earth, sun and moon is discussed In some 

detail in Appendix D 

3 2 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

Fig 3.1 shows the calculated variation of the earth's dipole 

field out to about 6 earth radii, assuming a value of 0.5 gauss at the 

surface. Near the earth the field will vary due to local anomalies, 

and in the 100 - 200 km region due to Ionospheric current systems 

In the figure the field variations are shown as the maximum value esti¬ 

mated by Chapman(1) for passage through an auroral arc Following 

this, the field will decrease with the dipolar value out to a distance 

of several earth radii. In the region of 5 • 8 earth radii, the field 

may be perturbed by the current ring postulated by the Chapman-Ferraro^) 
theory of magnetic storms. The maximum allowable current density in 

the ring is that giving rise to a field which is equal and opposite to 

the geomagnetic field There is a possibility of near zero field 

strength in this region At some distance from the earth the energy 

of the geomagnetic field may become comparable to the kinetic energy 

of the solar gas, and this region will more or less represent the limit 

of the earth's dipole field. 

In the region near the earth, the dipole field will govern. 

The vector field intensity H, due to a dipole parallel with the i axis 

is given in polar coordinates by 

H - 1 + 3 sln^ 

where R is the radial distance, 0 the angle with the normal to the dipole 

and M the magnetic moment. It may be seen that the total field will have 

a possible maximum variation of a factor of two due to position with 

respect to the dipole. Therefore, not only will the intensity fall off 

Inversely with the cube of the distance but under certain conditions of 

vehicle launching, determination of the angle with respect to the earth's 
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dipole nay be neceeeary. For an angular deviation of 30° which It not 
unlikely In a alnlmal energy trajectory, the field will be approximately 
30% greater than In the plane of the geomagnetic equator The rate 
change of the field with reipect tc ingle I» «lightly let* than IX per 
degree except along the magnetic polea and equator where It le lero, 
Thle mean* that a tracking error of one minute of angle, wlll^retult 
In an error In field Intensity of the order of one part in 10 . 

At confiant angle the rete oí change of field Intenaity will 
be Invereely proportloml tc the redial dlitince At 1000 km for ex¬ 
ample the gredlent will be about 20Y* per kilometer. The eiegnltude 
of the expected perturbation« of the field In thle region la cloae to 
this value and therefore accurate measurement will require that radial 
distance ba known to the order of 01 km or better. Since the vehicle 
•ay have a velocity of perhaps 10 km *ec et thle dlicence, the field 
Intensity will be decreaelng at the rate of about 200 Irsec’1. Thla 
In turn placea a lower limit on the reapome time and require* a high 
•ailing rate. Additional dticu'iion of Ini tramen tar ion la g Ivin In 
Appendix D. 

3.3 LUNA« MAGNETIC FIELD 

Ver loua alternatives or poiftbll Itvei for a lunar field can 
ba considered The estimated values bued on these alternative* are 
given in Table 3.1 The flnt valut would certainly he a maximum and 
It that which would result if v* assumed the magnetic moment of an 
astronomical body to be proportions! to tti mais Considerably mor* 
modaat value* have been estimated by Vesttn*^ > from other considera¬ 
tion«. Temperature Inequalities ln t »clidifvlng meon could give 
rite to current* which, would result in spprtdable magnetisation of 
the condensing lunar rocks This would result In 4 thermoelectric 
field of potilblv 100 gamma as show-' As anorhe- possibility, if the 
moon were once part of the earth Us cooling through the Curie point 
In the field of the earth would cause u tc hive a remanent magnet lia- 
tlon This thermoremanent field would be of the order of 40 gamma 
If the euaceptlbillty of the moon were similar to that of the earth's 
cruat. Finally, as Blackett*^ has suggested, if rotating bodies 
have magnetic fields proportional to their angular momenta, a very 
aouill fundamental field would result 
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TABLE 3.1 

POSSIBLE LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELDS 

BASED UPON 

Mass 

Thermoelectric 

Thermoremanent 

Fundamental 

FIELD AT SURFACE 
GAUSS X IQ-5 

30,000 

100 

40 

7 

3.4 CIS-LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD 

In Fig. 3.2 we have attempted to estimate the magnetic 
fields which might be expected in cis-lunar space. Near the earth 
there will be perturbations of the dipole field due to ionospheric 
current systems and other local anomalies. At some distance from 
the earth the charged particles from the sun may have sufficient 
energy to cause an appreciable variation in the local magnetic field 
This may give rise to a region shown here as shaded In which the 
field may be variable in magnitude and possibly in direction. The 
projected earth's dipole field has been chosen as an upper bound 
The maximum solar dipole field in this region for a field of 10 gauss 
at the sun's surface is used as the lower bound. 

The rather generous value of a possible lunar field due to 
mass only is drawn as the greatest value one could expect to encounter. 
Although a composite curve of this nature cannot be taken too seriously, 
it does provide an indication of the range and sensitivity required of 
the measuring instruments. 

3.5 GAUCTIC AND INTERPLANETARY FIELDS 

If the field of the moon itself la small, a lunar probe after 
reaching distances beyond a few earth radii, may measure a relatively 
constant interplanetary field.(5) Evidence seems to be accumulating 
for the existence of some sort of wave structure for the field in the 
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inner aoltr lyitcm . Magnetic field* ere known to exlit on the 
iun. While fren* study of the Zeeaen effect the field distribution 
over the soler disk is quit* irregular, the general field at the 
surface has been estimated to be froai 1 to 10 gauss. A solar field 
of 10 gauss would result in a field of about 10'6 gauss at the 
orbit of the earth or about equal to the earth's field at the moon. 
It has been suggested that the sun's field will decrease more slowly 
than that of a dipole due to trapping of the magnetic lines in 
expanding Interplanetary gas. In this case the maximum field inten¬ 
sity at the moon would be about 30)*. 

Chapmanshows that a relatively thin (compared with the 
stream dimensions) current sheet can completely shield the earth'* 
field from the oncoming particles. If the ring current Is at a 
distance of 6 earth radii (where the earth's fiald Is of the order 
of 200)*), it may be possible to obtain some idea of tba field change 
by the use of a crude approximation. The field at the canter of a 
current ring is given by 

where a is the radius. 

If H ■ 100V, a value comparable to that of the disturbed field 
changes at the earth, the current would be about 10' amperes. The 
field at the lunar vehicle may be estimated by considering it to bs 
due to current of ths above magnitude in an infinitely thin sheet. 
In this case the fiald will be opposite on either side and equal to 
0.2TTI with I in amperes km-1, or for the above current approximately 

20 V* • The magnetic measurements made with th* Pioneer I vehlcls' ' 
indicate that this current system may be as far out as 10 radii 
(flight was mad* on a magnetically quiet day). Fields of the order 
of IQ'1* to 10"5 gauss were observed with a strong suggestion of wav* 
structure. 

The existence of any glactic field in the region of th* 
earth-moon system is doubtful, although th* arguments concerning these 
fields are at least quite speculative. Permit) has interpreted 
measurements of the polarization of star light as evidence for the 
existence of a magnetic field extending along the spiral arm of the 
galaxy. He concludes that the field intensity is of the order of IQ’5 
gauss. The minimum field which is compatible with Isotropies» of th* 
cosmic radiation is about 10*12 gauss, and has a probable value greater 
than 10*9 gauss¢9) . 
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Davl«(10) has suggest««! that the energy in the solar gas 
streams will be sufficient to force galactic fields of this magnitude 
from the inner solar system. He uses a value of 200 astronomical 
units as the probable radius of the region surrounding the sun which 
at ordinary times Is swept free of the galactic field. If at the 
distance of the earth's orbit (1 A.U.) there are assumed to be 10 
protons cm"3 at a velocity of 10^ cm sec"^, then this would be equiv¬ 
alent to equating the energy in the solar wind at 200 A.U. to a 
magnetic field energy of 10"5 gauss. Figure 3.3 illustrates this 
situation as postulated by Meyer, Parker and Simpsoni ' based on 
cosmic ray flare data but for a much smaller wind-swept region 
Since the energy density of the solar wind during solar flares is 
generally tak«-i to be much greater than that given above, the radius 
of 1.4 A.U. for the central region is by no means in agreement with 
the energy balance quoted. For example, this field-free cavity is 
formed by emission from the sun of lonired gas which tends to estab¬ 
lish equilibrium between its momentum flux f and the magnetic 
pressure lfi/87r, of the galactic field. The radial distance to 
which the solar gas can disturb the geomagnetic field is 

R1 - r(H02/47rf0 V2)1/6 

where r is the radius of the earth 
and Hq the field intensity at the surface. 

According to Parker^2), for a quiet sun there are 102 
ions cm'3 and V - 5 X 107 cm sec*3, R¡ - 5.6 r. *Por a disturbed sun 
he gives 103 ions cm'3 with V - 1.5 x 100 cm sec'1, R.- 1.2 r. How¬ 
ever, even here the galactic fields are kept beyond the earth-moon 
region, and the solar field in this region will probably be strongly 
modified by the proton streams and be far from a dipole field. 

3.6 INSTRUMENTATION 

From Fig. 3.2 the range of field intensity Is from about 
IQSyt to perhaps 10’^ . The accuracy required for measurement of 
the magnetic field near the earth is high because of the weakness of 
the perturbations, Here a precision of the order of 1 V1 would be 
useful. However, the field near the earth can probably be measured 
more easily and accurately with shorter range rockets and with arti¬ 
ficial earth satellites than with a lunar probe transiting this 
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region at high apeed. However, field meaaurementa carried out along 
the trajectory of a lunar reaearch flight can give valuable information 
about the exlatence of current ayatemi at great dlatancea from the 
earth and poaaibly about the aun'» role in their formation. 

Obviously it la desirable to have the instrumentât ion as 
small and light in weight as possible. Magnetometer» of suitable 
physical characteristics have been designed for rocket experimentation 
and valuable data obtained with them. Magnetic measurement» of the 
kind being considered here do not in general require large and bulky 
apparatus and laboratory instrument» of extremely high sensitivity and 
great precision have bean constructed. The wartime problem of detect* 
Ing submarines led to the development of the flux-gate magnetometer 
and within the laet few years Instruments based on entirely different 
principles have appeared; namely, the proton precession and alkali 
vapor magnetometers. The availability of rockets and satellites also 
has led to the design of equipment suitable for these vehicles which 
has been constructed principally for the purpose of measuring the 
external geomagnetic field near the earth. 

The flux-gate, proton precession and alkali vapor magneto¬ 
meters are approximately equivalent in sice and weight. The total 
weight in each case probably will be eomewhat leas than 10 pounds 
Including batteries. The latter two instruments have the advantage 
of measuring the vector field. The rotating coll magnetometer while 
providing only one magnetic coordinate la simpler and probably will 
weigh less than one-half as much aa the above Instruments. 

3.7 SUMMARY 

The field between the earth and the moon will be the vector 
sum of the dipole fields of the earth and aun, the disturbing field 
due to high velocity ionised solar gas impinging upon the earth's 
magnetic field, the magnetic field due to currents in Interplanetary 
gas, and the field of the moon. 

The principle requirement for a magnetometer suitable for a 
lunar research vehicle is high sensitivity (0.1)* if possible) in 
addition to obvious weight and site limitations. At the present time 
the rotating coll device probably more nearly satlaflas the require¬ 
ments than the other Instruments that are available although the 
orientation Independence of the alkali vapor magnetometer would be of 
great value if the device can be constructed in eultable form and with 
the required sensitivity. 
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Perhaps it would be well to discard the idea of mtasurlnR 
the small perturbations of the field near the earth The sccurncv 
requirements are extremely high and tlere is the addlttoml dis¬ 
advantage of attempting to measure these small changes at high velo¬ 
cities. Therefore probably the measurements should extend from 10' 1 
miles to lunar distances and beyond if possible. 

The magnetic field intensities at distances of a few radii 
should give information of great Importance for cosmic ray studies 
It should be possible to obtain some Idea as to the existence oí 
Stórmer-type ring currents. The extent of the solar disturba, es 
both on quiet and disturbed days will be of great Importance « Lso 
Measurement 'he lunar field intensity will be of the utmost 
scientific int. rest since it will allow conclusions to be drawn as 
to the formation of the earth-moon system. It will also provide 
experimental evidence which is fundamental to the theories of ter¬ 

restrial magnetism. 
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INFRA-"ED KEARUFErENIS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

By means of infra-red measurements of the daytime and 
nighttime lunar surface information can be obtained a. to t t 

Jure of fho suffice. Ih. 0 íf) ““ the 
aurface temperature was made by Pettit and JichoU 
Mt Wilaon 100 inch reflecting telescope. Their measuremen i 

indicate a variation of surface v. - 
the eub-solar point at full phase to less than 20 K vith a 
ing phaaea of the moon. The daytime measurement. ”qu re 
rather difficult end uncertain correction for the frect on of 

radiation absorbed in the earth's aCtn°8Pher^ct^e^ 
temperature, are uncertain by a very Urge actor .ince 
radiation received at the earth', .urface at thi" lu"ar “’TJ" 
ture i. very email. Their best experiments 
of an area of about 50 mile, square on the moon . aurface^ h 
femner.ture at any spot will depend upon the solar power received, 

the time, the roughne.s of the surface, ¡^^^".rea's 
heat capacity. The .urface is more than 90/. black in mo.t areas 
.t all wave length, from 0.4 microns to 100 micron.^ J ^ ‘ 
ment of the infra-red radiation from the .urface prefere 
be used to determine roughly the structure of the «u * * 
time temperatures c.n be determined with a moon sate lite .nd 

f .hotter distance a higher resolution (one mile because of the snorter cusía, c. a M h*r r,,solution 
less) is possible during the d.y time. With the higher reeoiucio 
local outcroppings of bare rock and deep canyons can be discover. 
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Fig. 4-1 shows the basic reason for the difficulty of mtn.i ir 
ina lunar temperatures from the surface of the Earth This is t t. 
infra-red transmission of the atmosphere in the region between l an«. 
15 microns as measured by Shaw(2)in 1954. The per cent of total ene»gy 
transmitted is rather low except for the "window" between 8 and 14 
microns. Even so, the transmission in this region Is still v r t. 
somewhat by water content of the atmosphere. 

4.2 LUNAR RADIATION 

At the sub-solar point, the Moon receives about 0.14 w.trj, - 
cm*2 from the Sun. About 7% of this energy is reflected on the aver¬ 
age and the re« rning 931 is absorbed and reradiated as Infra-red^ 
In Fig. 4-2 the fraction of the infra-red energy radiated in the » 
14 micron band for different black-body temperatures is plotted At 
400° K about 401 of re-radiated energy lies in this band and assuming 
1001 tranamission of this energy through the atmosphere the heat 
radiation received at the Earth telescope will be about b times the 
reflected sunlight. The reflected radiation can be determined with 
filters, since most of it is at wavelengths shorter than 3 microns 
and the temperature of the Moon can be established At this tempera¬ 
ture the total energy received at the Earth from the Moon Is about 
10*® watts - cm*2. As the lunar surface temperature decreases in 
going away from the sub-solar point, the fraction of the infra-ret 
energy which is radiated in the 8 - 14 micron window decreases, as 
shown, making the temperature measurements more difficult. For 
example, at 100° K the total radiation is less than 1/250 th ot that 
from a body at 400° K. The fraction of this energy which lies between 
8 - 14 microns is down by an additional factor of 40 so that the over¬ 
all reduction is a factor of 104. Since there will also be fluctua¬ 
tions in radiation from the Earth's atmosphere, measurement, of tem¬ 
peratures as low as 100° K from the Earth Is impractical. Tbe mini¬ 
mum detectable energy for a thermistor with a 10 cPs bandwidth system 
Is about 10*8 watts. With a slower system (seconds) and a thermopile 
a sensitivity of 4 x 10"watts is possible. With « 100 Inch teles¬ 
cope radiation as low as 10*14 watts/cm2 can be detected. The maximum 
resolution through the Earth's atmosphere, assuming perfect seeing 
conditions, is shown in Table 4-1. (Of course the slow response of th 
4 x 10’10 watt detector will require a long time for a survey of the 
Moon.) The resolution given assumes no interference from the Earth s 
atmosphere. The Earth's atmosphere has a radiation temperature of 
about 200° K. Radiation from the Moon of leas than 6t of this r-IDO 

K) will be difficult to measure. 
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TABLE 4-1 

RADIATION 

ABOVE EARTH'S 

TEMPERATURE ATMOSPHERE 

OF MOON FROM FULL MOON 

DEGREES K WATTS/CM2 

RESOLUTION IN MILES WITH 

PERCENT 100 INCH MIRROR AND 

8-14 MICRONS ONE PERCENT ACCURACY_ 

WITH WITH 

4.10'10 WATT 10'0 WATT 

DETECTOR _DETECTOR 

400 2.5 X 1Û'6 

350 1.5 X 10'6 

300 8.0 X 10'7 

250 3.8 X 10*7 

200 1.6 X 10*7 

150 5.0 X 10'8 

100 1.0 X 10'8 

38 

40 

38 

32 

21 

8 

1 

2 

2.6 

3.6 

5.7 

11 

31 

200 

10 

n 
19 

28 

55 

150 

1000 

Actually this curve represents a very Idealistic condition of the 

moat excellent seeing which is quite rarely available. The optimism Is In¬ 

dicated by a calculated resolution of 2 miles at 400° K as opposed to Pettit 

and Nicholson's best obtainable resolution of 50 miles. 

4.3 SATELLITE BORNE INFRA-RED MEASUREMENTS 

With infra-red equipment carried In a lunar satellite, resolution* 

of one mile or less may be obtained with respect to lunar day tima surface 

temperature measurements With such Improved resolutions out-cropping« of 

bare rock or variations In the dust layer thickness may be determined. Night 

time temperature can be measured and the existence of deep canyon* If they ex 

1st may be established with adequate resolutions. To Illustrate these mea¬ 

surements, calculations have been made for existing Infra-red scanning «quip- 
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ment. Table 4-2 gives characteristics of two possible lunar 
satellite infra-red scanners based on Barnes Engineering Co. 
thermistor radiometers. Although both scanners employ 8 inch 
mirrors, the field of view and sensitivities have been adjusted 
by using thermistors of different area. The system time constant 
of each is 0.016 sec. corresponding to a 10 cps bandwidth which 
is about reasonable for a lunar satellite transmitter. The noise 
equivalent power of each system is calculated as shown at the 
bottom of the table. Also shown are the noise equivalent power 
and energy of the detectors. Compared to a theoretical limit for 
such detectors as given by Havens'^, these detectors are within 
a factor of 40 of the limit given, which is quite good. For tluse 
systems, using space as the reference temperature, the nois. 
temperature tirors at 300°K and 100°K using the energy from 5-200 
microns will be as shown. If a window with a 34 micron cut off 
were used the 100°K error would be increased by somewhat more than 
2. These temperature error values are plotted in Fig. 4-3. The 
temperatures are measured by comparing a known source with the 
unknown body. For a satellite system the reference could be space 
at 0°K. (The mirror itself will radiate and if its temperature is 
300°K the space temperature may appear to be about 120°K. For night 
time temperature measurement the mirror will have to be cooled to 
less than 150°K). 

For these scanners the resolution (or field of view) of 
the systems are shown in Fig. 4-4 as a function of the altitude of 
the satellite above the lunar surface. For example, at 1000 miles 
altitude, the resolution of the 1/16° scanner will be about: one 
square mile, and for the 1/2° scanner the value will be about 8 
miles square. As the satellite proceeds along its trajectory over 
the surface the scanner can view a path whose width will b? determined 
by the satellite velocity (fixed), the time constant of the system 
and the field of view. The scan width possible with the reference 
systems is shown in Fig. 4-5, Thus for a satellite altitude of 1000 
miles the 1/16° scanner will provide a measurement of the temperature 
over a path 24 miles wide with a resolution of about f mile. The 
1/2° system will essentially scan the entire lunar surface on each 
pass with a resolution of about 8-10 miles. 

4.4 SUB-SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

A simple calculation can be made of the sub-surface tempera¬ 
ture as a function of the average night surface temperature. This is 
based on en average daytime surface temperature of 320°K, maximum of 
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** 

« 

TASLE 4-2 

INTRA-IED SCANNER CHARACTERISTIC * 

FIELD OT VIEW 

THERMISTOR AREA 

MIRROR DIAMETER 

SYSTEM TIME CONSTANT 

BANDWIDTH 

NET (WATTS - CM-2) 

NEE (DETECTOR) WATTS 

NEE (DETECTOR) JOULES 

NEE (LIMIT) JOULES 

RATIO 

T (300° K) 5-200/a 

T (100° K) 5-200/A" 

T (100° K) 8-34/A 

1/2° X 1/2° 

2.5 X 2-5 MM. 

8 INCHES 

0.016 SEC 

10 CPS 

1.7 X 10-10 

1/16° X 1/1« 

0 3 X 0 3 MM. 

8 INCHES 

0.016 otA. 

10 CPS 

1.8 X 10 
■8 

2.9 * 10-10 

7.5 X 10'12 

39 

016° C 

0.42° C 

2.1 X 10 

2.2 X 10 

3 6 X 10 

11 

n 

1.1° c 

9 X 10 

39 

0.1° C 

3.3° C 

8.8° C 

13 

NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER (WATTS-CM*^) »♦<TT3AT fl2 

57*. 

REFERENCE TEMPERATURE - TAKEN AS SPACE 

* BASED ON BARNES ENGINEERING CO. RADIOMETERS 
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400°K, and th« equating of the heat conducted inward during the day 
to the heat conducted outward at night. Thia can be expreaeed ai: 

4- (v’o)- 
where ^ » conductivity 

X « dust layer thickness 

T. - daytime surface temperature 
U 

Tn ■ nighttime surface temperature 

T ■ sub-surface temperature in constant region 
o 

This leads to 

T - 2T - 320 
n o 

The value of the sub-surface temperature as a function of nighttime 
surface temperature is plotted in Fig. 4-6. Piddlngton and Minett 
have found by means of measurement of the lunar radiation at 2400 
megacycles that the sub-surface temperature is about 240°K. this 
would lead to a nighttime surface temperature of 160 I which la 
known to be too high. A mora likely nighttime surface temperature 
of 125°K would lead to a sub-surface temperature of about 225 K. 

The heat radiated from the nighttime surface must also be 
equal to the heat conducted to the surface from which: 
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J Tn 
^ (160 - "T ) - <^T 
X *■ n 

X 320 - Tn 

Values of the dust layer thickness, X, as a function of 
Tn are shown in Fig. 4-7. assumingoC - 10*3 watts/cm °C, 
10*4 watts/cm °C and 10*^ watts/cm deg. 

3 
Because of the heat capacity of the dust (assume one Joule/deg cm) 
there will be a lower limit to the temperature (Tn). It i« known 
that the temperature drops to below 130 °K, ao that o(. must be 
3x10*4 watts/cm deg or less. 

There may be local mountains or canyons where the dust 
layer is thin. In this case the average day temperature would be 
less than 320°K and the night temperature would be greater than 
125°K. A dust thickness of 6 millimeters over solid granite 
0* * 10*1) or iron ((/ ■ 0.6) would result in tn average night 
temperature of 200°K if oC (dust ) • 10*4. It la probable that the 
sides of mountains and canyons could not hold more than 6 mm of 
dust. 

so 

or 
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FIGURE 4-7 AVERAGE NIGHT SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
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SECTION 5 

LUNAR RADIOACTIVITY 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

One source of information as to the lunar composition 

which is completely unavailable except in a research vehicle is 

the radioactivity of the moon. There appears to be a reasonable 

possibility that measurements can be made without actually *n< 

ine Neutron capture radiation and other radioactivity due to 

cosmic rays may be observed also. Of course all estimates of 

lunar radioactivity must be based on known facts about terrestrla 

and meteoritic materials as well as whatever can be Inferred from 

observational techniques. 

Information about the concentration of radioactive 

elements in the lunar surface will be important in determining 

the origin and geological history of the moon. It should he 

possible to determine whether the moon was ever molten and 

whether differentiation into a mantle and crust has occurred as 

in the case of the earth. It may be possible to resolve the 

question of the heat balance which is strongly dependent on 

radioactive composition. In addition measurement of lunar 

radioactivity can provide an indication of proximity. 
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5 2 RADIOACTIVITY OF THE EARTH 

The naturally radioactive nuclides which are found on the 
earth are widely distributed in low concent rat ions in practically all 
rocks and soil From considerations of the rate of heat generated by 
the radioactive processes, it seems certain that the bulk of this 
material must be contained in the outer few kilometers of the crust. 
Table 5.1 gives some of the measured concentrations (corrected for 
isotopic abundance) of the known radioactive elements in igneous rock 
and it' meteorites. The figures in the table are for the individual 
isotopes Other nuclides produced by spontaneous fission of the 
heavy elementa have been found but are not listed because of the 
minute quantities involved It may be seen that uranium, thorium 
and potassium account for most of the terrestrial and meteoritic 
radioactivity. Uranium and thorium have complicated chains of decay 
products which usually can be considered to be in secular equilibrium 
with the parent substance Most of the uranium and thorium radiation 
is associated with the daughter products. Potassium is weakly radio¬ 
active hut because of its abundance contributes significantly to the 
total radiation. Rubidium 87 is a beta emitter only, and samarium 147 
is an alpha «mítter Therefore measurement of these radiations will 
he difficult because of absorption. The other elements, lutetium and 
rhenium, plus some isotopes from spontaneous fission of heavy elements 
make only a small contribution to the total radioactivity. The dis¬ 
integration rates shown in the last column are the total disintegration 
rsjtes for the various elements To obtain the activity per gram of 
rock or meteorite this disintegration rate must be multiplied by the 
concentration as given in the other columns. For stone meteorites a 
range of values is shown. While the higher values have been measured, the 
lower values are those estimated by UreyO) based on his theory of lunar 
formation and composition. 

The lower value for thorium in iron nfcteorite Is quoted from 
recent work at Argönne(2) using neutron activation techniques. The 
figures assume only one gamma ray per disintegration for uranium and 
i ho r iurn 

5 i RADIOACTIVITY OF THE MOON 

The lunar composition has been discussed at some length, 
prim ipally by Urey^H*) The average density of the moon is about 
] 14 which has led to the conclusion that it contains relatively little 
iron and nickel Furthermore it appears to be essentially a rigid body 
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without « liquid core. Certein light element* probably are not 
present «ince they would have been lost as a result of the low 
gravitational attraction. 

There 1» some question as to whether the moon was 
originally molten or not. If It were built up by accretion of 
smaller bodies such as meteorites It is possible that It never was 
fluid. Consideration of the heating effects however requires that the 
concentration of radioactivity in the moon be less than in stone 
meteorites. The high concentration of uranium and thorium in the 
crust of the earth may be explained by the tendency of these element* 
to become enriched In granitic and pegmatitlc melts. Therefor* the 
moon may have a vastly different composition depending upon whether 
there ha* been sufficient melting to cause magmatic differentiation. 

Table 5.2 gives values for the gamma radiation from the 
three moat important elements assuming various lunar compositions. 
No value for potassium In Iron meteorite* is available but the ratio 
of potassium to thorium and uranium should be about the same as for 
stone meteorites. The lower value for thorium is from a recent 
measurement at Argonne using neutron activation techniques. A lunar 
surface resulting from meteorite accretion should Include an admixture 

of Iron and stone. 

The moon has no atmosphere^ , or at least it is not 
significant with respect to the absorption of gamma radiation. There 
for* the measured counting rat* as * function of distance from the 
moon depends only on ths solid angle subtended by the moon at the 
counter, the gamma ray energy and the mean free path In the lunar 
surface material. 

Figure 5.1 shows the geometrical relationships upon which 
the calculation is based. The counting rate I, at point F from s 
volume element dV will be 

I dV 

where N0 is the surface disintegration rate. 
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FIG. S. i GAmA-HAY COUNTING RATE AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE. FROM MOON 
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Since 

dV ^ r sin 0 d0 d0 dr 

the total counting rate at P will be given by 

lT - 
N 

o 
An 

oo 2 IT 
-l._2 .2,.1/2 

ros (D -A ) 

! ^ dr j/> s, .n 0 <10 

0 ^ 0 

where j(. is the absorption mean free path for the gamma radiat ion under 

consideration and 0 is integrated from zero to the horizon given by 

(D^ - A^) ^/D. Performing the indicated integration 

I 
T 

The result of this calculation which is plotted in Figure 5.2 

for distances out to 3.8 moon radii merely represents the solid angle 

subtended by the moon at these distances. Because of the relatively 

small radius of curvature, the counting rate will continue to increase 

almost until contact. 

Making use of the above, the gamma ray fliilt for three possible 

lunar surface compositions is shown in Figure 5.3. The gairma radiation 

from uranium and thorium has been taken as two gamma rays per disintegra¬ 

tion and the mean energy as 1 MeV. The lunar surface is assumed to have 

a density of three. Actually there should be a somewhat greater number 

of gammas and multiple scattering will tend to degrade the already 

fairly complicated spectrum of radiation. Both the upper and lower 

limits for stone meteorites are shown. 
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FIG. 5.3 gamma radiation from moon 
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Bccausc of t*-* 1»{I< of an Ati»oip‘'er* co»"U r*y prlnfiry 
radiation will inter ii wltt- t^e aurfacc material to form aeaondariea 
end finally gaw-e raye Ae *^own in Figure > i t*-e priory ro.mie 
radiation will drcreaee as t‘e lunar surface is approached and 
because of solid angle co~elderat ions will approac*- a limiting value 
of one >>slf a; • n* surface I" t>>e assumed Umar surface t>>ese 
primaries ‘■ave a mean free patof about one meter T**e absorption 

for i‘'t* tetordaries **dive been jirbitrerUv et \bf 9"
e SB * m • be -ard component and S gr cm‘^ for the soft

Avot'^er problem that may be considered is tha contribution 
to t!»e cou-tlrg rate by ft radioactive gcs. rad n Sl"te radon condenses 
at t-e temperature of dark side of the moon it is possible that it
would flow to tt.e cold lurar surface nearly as fast as it is termed, 
producing a surface layer of radioactivity

A fur'**er refinement of t‘-e measurement of lunar radioactivity 
would be t-e determination of the energy of the gaiwa raya This will 
allow the relative amounts of potassium, uranium and thorium contained 
in the surface to b» ascertained In addition the spectrum of the 
o.-utror raptuie gamma riys produced by cosmic radiation may be measured 
and provide estimates of the concentration of such elements as iron, 
mingsnese and silicon 1-duced radioactivity as well as annihilation 
rsdiatlon <0 T1 HaVt may also be detecnble T'-e most prominent gamma 
rays ftom the naturally radioactive elements are s*'own in Table S i 
Arnold^* has tiH'asured espei Imsnt si spectra wit", large samples of 
"simulated chondrite" and it appears from mis preliminary information 
that sufficieni disc r Imlnar ion can be obtained for tdantlf itat ion of 
the naturally occurring iaotopes

) a INSTRlTaifTAnON

from Figure 5 4 ft is apparent that if Iho lunar surface has 
a composition similar to that of stone swtaortta, bom the primary 
and induced cosmic radiation Intansliy may be of about tho tamo 
magnituda it will ba advlsabls tharaforo to omploy antieolncidonco 
couriara to allmlnato or at laast raduca tho eoomlc roy background.

Tho circuitry could bo arranged ao that both tha gamma raya 
from the aurface and |ha ambient toamlc radUtion can ba maaaurad 
almultanaously. Tha counting rata will probably bo low ao that raal- 
lime tolomocry tan ba amployad at a bandwidth of about 1 ryela Tha

I-IO



FIG. 5.4 INDUCED COSMIC RADIATION FROM MOON 
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TABLE 5.3 

ENEICY OF NATURALLY RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 

Partit Itotop« HeV V i Per DUlnttarttion 

U 
238 

232 

R«B(Pb2U) 0.24 

0.29 

0.35 

RâC(Bl2U) 0.61 

1.12 

1.76 

Ac 0.34 

Thl(Pb212) 0.94 

0.24 

The" (Tl208) 0.58 

0.62 

RW 1.46 

0.12 

0.26 

0.45 

0.66 

0.21 

0.26 

0.09 

0.45 

0.80 

0.27 

0.34 

0.1 

3*12 
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above instrumentation would be more or less equivalent to that used 
for studies of the Van Allen radiation^6^^ and should be well 
within the vehicle payload capability. 

A gamma ray spectrometer is of course somewhat more 
complicated. The detecting element in this case will be a large 
scintillation crystal and suitable photomultiplier. The electronic 
elements will include a high voltage supply, linear amplifier and 
multi-channel analyzer. Because of the low counting rate pet 
channel it will be desirable Co make measurements for as long a 
time as possible. This would require that counts be accumulât, j 
during the approach and perhaps once again after passing, ass .i.l<■ g 
of course a non-impact trajectory. Arnold, et alt5) recaní»- Jeu 
64 channels a 2000 bit magnetic memory unit and state that the 
above instrum, tation can be constructed to weigh about 20 lbs. 
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SECTION 6 

LUNAR FLUORESCENCE 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

ch*racterlIÎÎcPrnrrty *7* ^ of light of 
thî îdenïifi«tîon0nfUPr lrraJÎatfon ln th* ultraviolat 1. u..ful in 

Identification of minera logical apecimena. If auch radiation can 
be etec ed from the moon, it la po.aibl. that it would pîoviÎ.avÎî.nc. 

Íltíon t!aíUíh * COmP°altlon* 11 11 obvloua from even caaual oba.r- 
vation that the moon doea not ahow marked color. Thla of courae La not 
aurpriaing in view of it. low albedo. The average al .L U ."ou 
or comparable to that of moiat earth aithn...». ’ , v \ 1 a 
for varloua lunar oht.rr. ««th. Although colora have been reported 

diff«renca* ar7*n° Í Í T* 7,arvara d«ny 1SÏ «rked color 

6.2 SOLAR ENERGY INPUT 

i.ngch i*trt ”*v- 
»gnetic,,.,d „,, th. „..d,. .. 

iol.r proton, .nd th. comic r.dutlon »111 .1,0 p.n.tr.t. down to th. 

”,*'•■ fTh« 1-11118 11.18 Int.n.lty »h,ch .Ho». To L 
lun.r .urf.c. („.gl.ctlng .ff.ct of ,h. .tm.ph.r.) ill, h" 

K V^v2 

Even for a quiet aun aolar protons mav atrlk* th* . . 
1-., £1.181. .t i...t 200 V., ihT.»:,.:. u"l", th* 
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The soler energy contained in ver loue wavelength regions is 
given in Table 6.1. 

TABLE 6.1 

SOLAR ENERGY INPUT AT VARIOUS WAVELENGTHS 

Erg/cm^/sec 

Particulate 10-10 

1000 X 0-4 

1000 - 1760 X 102 

1760 - 3000 Ä 104 

6 
3000 - 10,000 X 10 

It is evident that the total energy received below say 
3000 X is sufficient to produce only a relatively small effect. There¬ 
fore rather sensitive instrumental techniques will be required to detect 
any possible fluorescence. Unfortunately absolute measurements of the 
lunar brightness as a function of lunar geography are not available, and 
spectrographic results are likewise unavailable. 

6.3 FLUORESENCE 

Fluorescence, or the emission of light upon irradiation, has 
been studied extensively.'7'' Many organic phosphors such as fluorescein 
are known, but can hardly be important on the moon. On the other hand, 
it is not unreasonable to assume the presence of fluorescent minerals 
similar to those found on the earth. 

According to Prlagshelm luminescent minerals fall into 

three classes: 

1. Luminescence as an essential property, as in the case 
of uranium (uranyl) containing minerals 

2. Luminescence due to minute traces of Impurities 
3. Luminescence resulting from exposure to ionising 

radiation 

For impurity fluorescence the spectral distribution of the 
emitted light is in general complex and does not exhibit a simple line 
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structure from which it is possible to identify a given subst«nce. 
The same mineral will often fluoresce in different wavelength region# 
depending on the Impurity which is present. Willemite (Znj SIO4 + 
impurity) which was reported by Duboir on the bas la of his spectrographlc 
measurements, falls in this group. 

While the formation of the moon has been the subject of 
some controversy, the possibility that fluorescent minerals exist on 
the lunar surface cannot be excluded, whether meteoritic accretion or 
a terrestrial origin is assumed. Table 6.2 gives the mineralógica! 
composition of stone meteorites. The most abundant minerals art' those 
common to the crust of the earth. For example, feldspar (anorthlte) 
minerals are of'en fluorescent due to minute amounts of impurities. 
Table 6.3 is U en from DuBois and shows fluorescent terrestrial minerals 
which are known to occur extensively in open deposits. 

TABLE 6.2 

MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF STONY* METEORITES 

Mineral 

Free Metal 

Olivine 

Pyroxenes 

Anorthlte 

Chondrites 
Meta I Metal Free 

10.6 

42.3 47.3 

28.9 32.4 

3.3 3.7 

Albite 

Orthoclase 

Troilite 

Schreibersite 

Chromite 

Cohenlte 

Apatite 

7.4 8.2 

1.1 1.2 

5.0 5.6 

0.70 0.78 

0,67 0.73 

Achondritaa 
Meta 1 Metal- Free 

1.6 

12.8 13.0 

62.3 63.2 

13.2 13.4 

5.8 5.9 

1.7 1.7 

1.5 1.6 

0.40 0.41 

0.68 0.69 

*Stony meteorites make up over 807. of all meteorites 
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TABLE 6.3 

LIST OF MINERALS LUMINESCENT UNDER IRRADIATION BY 
NEAR ULTRAVIOLET, WHICH OCCUR EXTENSIVELY IN OPEN DEPOSITS 

Nume 

Angle«it* 

Autunlte 

Ctlclt* 

Fluorites 

Chemie«1 

PbS04 

c«(uo2)2(po4)2 

C« CQ3 

CaFt 

Heckmenlte Seit of Ce 

Kunxlte 

Opel 

Scheele 

AljO^nSlOj 

Wlllemlte 

S10¡ 

CeWO, 
4 

Zn„S10, 

Location of 
Important Depo«It 

Arleone 

Bohemia 

coamon 

Alston, Moor (Eng.) 
Ohio, Arlz., Calif. 

Dungannon Township 

Maine 

common 

common In Europe, Spain 
France, America 

large depo«It in 
New Jersey 

Prinelpal 
Emitted Wavelength 

4000 X 

5500 i 

6000 % 

5000 - 4000 Ä 

5500 - 6000 l 
6000 X 

4500 £ 

4600 t 

5500 X 

6.4 FLUORESCENCE OF THE LUNAR SURFACE 

Dubois^1ha« reported measurement of fluorescent 
radiation from the moon end Link<3) cite. eace«. brlghtne.« ob.erved 
during the penumbral pha.e of aq ecllpee a« evldenae for thl« phenomenon. 
Dubol« ha« made extensive measurement« of lunar fluorescence using a 
Una deepening technique. He compare* the relative Intensity of the 
Fraunhofer line* In light from the moon with the Intensity ^ 
solar line« diffused through neutral magnesia. The additional light 
indicated by decreased line depths in microphotometer traces of the 
lunar spectrum Is attributed to fluorescence of the lunar rocks. In 
fact Dubois reports the Identification of Wlllemlte as a surface con¬ 
stituent, Kopal'^ analysed spectrographic measurements of Kotyrevl 
as support for the non-existence of a lunar magnetic field. 
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TABLE 6.4 

LIMAI FLUORESCENCE 

Lunar lagIon 

Liab 

Région batvaan Maria 
Seranltatla and lubrlun 

Sinus Madll 

Mar« Tranqulllltatla 

Mar« Facundltatla 

Rcglonontanua 

Har« Crlalun 

Mar« Fr Igor la (W) 

Lat 12° S, long. 60° W. 

Mare Nublum 

Oceanua Procallarum 

lad Yallow Craan Hua Violât 

6360 5893 3200 Mil MfifiL- 

Kalatlv« InUnalty of Lwalnaacanca 

0.14 0,20 0.40 

0.05 

0.12 

7 0.14 

0.08 0.10 

0.25 0.13 

0.15 

0.06 

0.07 0.10 

0.12 0.07 

0.20 

0.06 

0.10 

0.05 

0.20 0.08 

0.07 ! 0.04 

0,03 

0.14 

0.10 

6.5 SUMMARY 

In view of the lack of knowledge of the lunar surface and the 
conflicting theories as to origin, It la probably not profitable to assume 
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any given mineralogical composition. Rather it may be useful to con¬ 
sider the available solar energy incident on the moon and to try to 
obtain an estimate of the intensity of the fluorescent radiation. 
Another factor which limits speculation as to the surface mineralogy 
is that by far the most common type of fluorescence is due to extremely 
small concentrations of elements which are present only as impurities 

in the lattice structure. 

It may be noted also that fast particles such as occ^r in 
the solar wind can cause luminescence. For solar bursts of 10 protuns 
cm“3 and 1.5 x 108 cm sec"1, the energy flux at the Lunar surface 
assuming no magnetic field would be about 3 x 10 erg cm see . lor 
a quiet sun condition it would be 1.1 x 10 erg cm sec 

It Is only for the most intense solar bursts that the incident 
energy density would be comparable to that of the solar radiation in the 
region of the visible spectrum. For quiet sun conditions the Incident 
energy would be reduced by a factor of more than 10 . However, it may 
be that a search for this phenomenon at the time of solar disturbances 
would be valuable, although of course the probability of observing an 

effect is low. 

It is observed that the lunar rays and certain craters brighten 
markedly with Increasing solar angle.1 1 It appears that maximum bright¬ 
ness occurs appreciably before full moon while after full moon the rays 
disappear rapidly. It is tempting to speculate that this brightening of 

the rays may be due to fluorescence. 

(7) 
Many substances (fluorites for example) are thermoluminescent. 

It is possible in many cases to irradiate substances at low temperatures 
and to release the stored energy as luminescence by raising the temperature 
Since the night time surface of the moon is at approximately -140 C and 
increases to about 100°C at the sub-solar point, It Is conceivable that a 
thermoluminescent effect could occur. The decrease in light intensity 
with increasing temperature which is often observed for terrestrial 
materials may also have a counterpart on the moon. 

A search for a sudden flash using spectrographic techniques 
as the terminator crosses a given lunar object may he worthwhile. The 
relatively low efficiency for producing fluorescence at low temperatures, 
may account for the absence of this effect on the dark surface of the 
noon. Kopal has suggested on the other hand that the lack of visible 
fluorescence during the lunar night indicates the absence of a magnetic 
field. He suggests that the curvature of the field if present would 
direct solar particles across the terminator. 
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From Table 6.4 the average effect far ill spectral regions 
appears to be about 15 percent. Since luminescence in general Is an 
efficient process (values near 100 percent have been reported), on 
the basis of the solar energy distribution it must be conceded that 
fluorescence could occur. Measurements at the present time are con¬ 
fined to rather difficult spectrographlc techniques. These measure¬ 
ments are not likely to be feasible from a lunar research vehicle, 
at least based upon present knowledge. However if more information 
can be obtained and if perhaps certain wavelengths could be associated 
with specific lunar objects/8'' photoelectric detectors would be 
sufficiently sensitive to delineate the areas of interest. There¬ 
fore there exists not only the possibility of Identifying the -.iiface 
composition b> t also of devising a guidance system based on this 
principle. 
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SECTION 7 

LUNAR ATMOSPHERE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Mhile it 1> evident from optical measurements that the 
moon does not possess a dense atmosphere similar to that of the 
earth, there is both experimental and theoretical evidence for the 
existence of some sort of extremely tenuous atmosphere. For 
example, from measurements of the refraction of radio waves from 
the Crab Nebula during a lunar occultation, ElsmoreO) has obtained 
a value of the density which is about 2 x 10-13 of that of the 
earth's atmosphere. 

In Section 7.2 planetary atmospheres in general are con¬ 
sidered and plausibility arguments are given for the existence of 
a tenuous Argon atmosphere whose density may be as high as 10^ 
atoms cm’3. 

Section 7.3 discusses the effect of the "solar wind" on 
the lunar atmosphere. Estimates of the equilibrium density are 
made under rather broad assumptions and much lower densities of the 
order of 109 atoms cm-3 are indicated. 

Finally,in Section 7.4 the distribution of the lunar 
atmosphere is considered. Two different mechanisms, viscous flow 
and diffusion, are considered. 
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7.2 ORIGIN OP THE ATMOSPHERE AND ESCAPE OP THE SECONDARY ATMOSPHERE 

Estimates of the nature of the lunar atmosphere can be made 
from the general theory of planetary atmospheres described by 
Kulper V ) (chapter XII). It Is now generally believed that atmos¬ 
pheric evolution occurred in two stages. After a planet was first 
formed and was hot It was surrounded by a thick atmosphere called the 
proto-atmosphere. This atmosphere almost completely escaped before 
the planet cooled. 

After the cooling, a secondary atmosphere was formed by 
volcanic action and seepage of gases up through the crust. This 
secondary atmosphere was formed by chemical reactions »Aich liberated 
such gases as H2O, NHj and CH^. Further reactions among these gases, 
stimulated photochemically in some cases, produced H2, Oj, Nj and COj. 

Gases which cannot be produced chemically, such as neon, 
are seriously depleted on the earth with respect to their cosmic 
abundance, supporting the idea that they escaped with the proto¬ 
atmosphere. If we assume a similar thermal history for the moon we 
may postulate that several billion years ago the moon had a secondary 
atmosphere of H2, ^0, O2, Nj and CO, with some traces of He, Ne, A, 
Xe, Kr. ‘ * 2 

The theory of escape of an isothermal planetary atmosphere 
was first derived by Jeans. For a planet of radius R and gravitational 
constant g, the time for the atmosphere to decay to 1/e of its Initial 
density Is given by 

t - t 
3 

(7.2-1) 

»Aere is the root mean square molecular velocity 

This formula actually underestimates the escape rate of a 
heavy atmosphere, since a heavy atmosphere Is not really isothermal, 
but is cooler and therefore denser near the surface of a planet. 
Kulper (Chapter VII) discusses this more fully and obtains correction 
factors on the order of ICH, This applies to an atmosphere which has 
a density comparable to that of the earth now; as the density of an 
atmosphere decreases, so does the correction factor. 
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Ai ihown ln Tabl« 7.2-1, thi diciy tim« chtng«« quitt 

rapidly with th« average molecular velocity. 

TABU 7.2-1 

THE ATMOSPHERE DECAY TIME ON THE MOON 

t (yean)_v (aa/iec) 

103 6.1 * 104 

106 5.4 X 104 

I09 4.8 X 104 

Uilng a value of 100°C for the daytime temperature of 

the lunar aurface, 

r 
/07 I ? ■ 

'"Z X 3 X/ 0 AAC. 
\)/Q (7.2-2) 

where A la the atomic or molecular weight of the particle. It 1» 
clear from Tablea 7.1-1 and 7.1-2 that the decay time for «limante 
with molecular weighta greater than 40 will be much larger than 
geological tinea. Poaelble atmoepherlc conatltuenta would then be 
argon, krypton, xenon, carbon dioxide and aulfur dioxide. 

TABLE 7.2-2 

THE ROOT MEAN SQUARE MOLECULAR VELOCITY OF GASES AT 100°C 

Element -fin ijol cm/aec) 

H 
He 
N 
0 
N2 
02 
A 
C02 

X 
Kr 
Xe 

1 
4 

14 
16 
28 
32 
40 
44 
48 
64 
84 

131 

30 
15.4 
8.3 
7.7 
5.7 
5.4 
4.9 
4.6 
4.5 
3.8 
3.4 
2.7 
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Argon 

The table giving the composition of the earth's atmosphere, 

taken from luiper (Chapter I), shows an anomalous amount of argon. 

TABLE 7.2-3 

COMPOSITION OF DRY ATMOSPHERE 

Gas 

N2 

°2 

A 

co2 

Ne 

He 

106 X Fraction (Volume) 

780,900 

209,500 

9,300 

300 

18 

5.2 

ch4 

Kr 

n2o 

h2 

°3 

Xe 

H2° 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0.5 

0.4 

0.08 

103 - 104 

Amount (cm S.P.T.) 

624.600 

167.600 

7,440 

220 

14 

4.2 

1.2 

0.8 

0.4 

q.4 

0.3 

0.06 

103 - 104 

Argon Is the only gas present in any appreciable amount in the earth's 

atmosphere which could not have been obtained from any chemical 

reaction. 
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The meen molecular velocity correiponding to • 1/e 
atmospheric decay time of 10^ years (for the earth) is 213 x 10^ cm/sec. 
This number is high enough so that neon would be retained even at a 
temperature of 2000 degrees. The cosmic abundance ratio of neon to 
argon is 5,900/800 (XII), emphasising the anomalous amount of argon 
in the earth's atmosphere. 

There is a simple explanation for this in chat potassium 
40 beta-decays to argon 40 with a half life of 1.9 x 109 years. 
Thus there is a continuous source of argon. Vestir.c^ has estimated 
that in 3 x 109 years 4.0 x 10^ atoms of argon per cm^ of lunar 
surface would have been produced. For a uniform atmosphere extending 
to 20 km this gives 2 x 1016 atoms per cm^, 

Some of this argon would have escaped and not all of it 
could have filtered out of the interior of the planet, so the above 
figure is high; still, outside of depletion by the solar wind (to 
be described later), there is a good probability that the moon 
possesses a tenuous argon atmosphere. 

7.3 IFTECT OF SOLAR WIND ON THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE 

Basic Considerations 

The lunar atmosphere problem is considerably changed by 
the "solar wind" concept. Th : "solar wind" (Section 8) which is 
the outermost region of the sun's corona is believed to have a proton 
density in the vicinity of the earth of about 10^ cm'3 end the 
particles have a velocity of approximately 10' cm sec'1 during quiet 
sun conditions. 

The "solar wind" will affect the lunar atmosphere in 
several ways. Since it is presumed that all of th/ proton flux that 
reaches the surface la reemitted it will contributed a hydrogen 
component to the lunar atmosphere. If a proton strikes a particle 
in the lunar atmosphere it will probably give enough energy to the 
particle to remove it from the lunar gravitational field. Another 
affect is the possibility that the solar protons If they reach the 
lunar surface will sputter particles into the atmosphere. 

With the assumption of a strong "solar wind", any remnants 
of the secondary atmosphere discussed in Section 7.1 would soon be 
blown from the moon. The moon's atmosphere would then consist of 
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hydrogen from the "solar wind", sputtered atoms and gas which is 

still being evolved from the lunar surface. 

A rough idea of the equilibrium atmosphere attained when 

these processes balance can be derived as follows. It will be assume 

(1) that there is an incoming flux of particles $ , (2) that there is 

a cross-section O' for one of these particles to strike an atmospherf 

particle and give it enough energy for escape, (3) that if: one of 

these particles reaches the surface it knocks out an average of n 

particles which do not have enough energy to escape, (4) some other 

mechanism exists for the depletion of the atmosphere such that each 

particles has a probability P per second of being removed, and O) 

that the number of particles emitted by the lunar surface per cm sec 

is given by J. 

For the moment the addition of hydrogen to the atmosphere 

will be neglected and only the possible equilibrium between the 

other four mechanisms will be discussed. 

If N(t) is the number of particles per unit area of the 

lunar surface at time t then 

N{t + A t) - N(t) + ñ ($- NO'S') At + J At 

- N<t>C7At - PN At 

and 

The solution of this equation if P I» constant is 

(7.3-2) 

where 

^■"o- p] 
ñ $ + J 

(7.3-3) 
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The equilibrium value of N is 

eq 

f ñ 4» + J) 
[¢0-(1 + ñ ) + p] 

(7.3-5) 

If P i» assumed small in comparison to $cr(i.e., the 
decay time is long compared to the time to be swept out by 

wind) then the above equation reduces to 

n $ + J 

Neq [¢0-(1 + n)| 

Numerical values 

Experimental values of ñ for 50 volt protons (y 
.7 

10 cm 
VttlUCV WA .* AV-* -' « -. 

In fact there are discrepancies of orders oi sec'h are not known. ...- , , 
magnitude in the values quoted in the litar.ture for .puttering 
coefficients for low energy proton.O)W(5) In spite of this 
uncertainty it seem, that a reasonable upper linn for n Is 0 anO 
possible less. So for the present calculation this value will be 

used. 

Massey and Smith have calculated the differential cross- 

section for scattering of 72 volt protons from argon using ^ 
consistent field method. Given the incident proton energy o 7 volts 
the scattering angle when a given amount of energy is given to the 
Argon atom can be found from momentum consideration. TK «Çatter g 
angle in C.M. coordinates when the Argon atom is given the «»cape 
energy of 1.2 volt. (2.4 Km/.ec) L 50°. U should be pointed out 
that8Len if the atom Is scattered with the escape energy i" 
case* it will »trike the lunar surface. It will be assumed for 
calculation that all atoms which have received 1.2 volt, of energy 

escape even though they collide with the surface. 

Using the values given by Massey and Smith for the 
differential cross-section, the total cross-section for [8 
escape valoeity can be found by numerical Integration. The result 

is 
cr 
esc 

(3) 10 
-17 2 

cm . 
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Of course, an atmosphere obtained from solar-wind processes 
will not consist of argon; but other cross-sections should not be 
radically different. 

Estimates of the rates of emission of gases from the lunar 
surface based on terrestrial data have been made by Vestlne'®). He 
indicates J ”* 5xl0Vcm2 for argon and J «a 10^0/cm2 sec for volcanic 
gases. For the purpose of this calculation It will be assumed that 
J - 1010/cm2 sec. 

The time constant for this process Is 

y - [ícra + 0)]-1 

Neglecting ñ compared to 1 

T- [l03xl07 X (3) 1017] 'l 

* (3.3) 10** sec. 

•* 39 days. 

The number of particles in the equilibrium atmosphere Is 

ñ $ + J 

T*öT 
If ñ Is neglected in comparison to 1. 

N . ao‘3) io10 + iolc 

*q io10 ao‘16) (.3) 

- (3) 1016 particles cm*2. 

For a scale height of 20 Km this gives 

(0 % (1.5) 1010 particles cm*3 
6C[ 

(7.3-6) 
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The eouillbrium value for an iaothermal hydrogen atnoaphere at 100 C 
proton, ,ro tl,rr,.li.rd »h,n th.y .trlk. the tun.r 

surface is 

eq 

7 -3 
(3) X 10 atoms cm . 

This is negligible compared to the possible atmosphere from volcanic 
I«!. buî Î. îbout equal to that expected from sputtering and does 
represent a lower limit based on the values assumed for the number 

density of the solar protons. 

The accuracy of all of the numbers which have been used 
in the above calculations is uncertain. Hence not “^ significance 
should be attached to the actual numerical results which Java been 
obtained. What is If significance is the demonstration of the 
Importance of the "solar wind" tothe equilibrium density of the 

lunar atmosphere(7). 

7.4 THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE 

In Sections 7.2 and 7.3 we discussed the possible sources 
of the moon's atmosphere and made estimates of the atmospheric 
density. The particle densities obtained are average densities, 
while the actual distribution of particles is certainly not uniform. 
The altitude variations are not important, and so we • uniform 
laver 20 km thick. There Is, however, a horitontal variation in 
density caused by the tremendous temperature differences between the 
brí ÍÍ »! dirk .Id., of fh. «on. TM. horl.ont.l y.rl.ti.n 1. 
clearly important since a nuclear explosion in a region of low ^ 
density would lead to the mistaken conclusion of no atmosphere . 
In this section we examine this horisontal variation in density; 
first with the assumption that the density is large enough to 
lustify the treatment of the flow from the hot side to th* cold side 
as the flow of a viscous fluid, and then the other extreme of low 
densities is treated as a diffusion problem. These two processes 
are illustrated schematically in Figure 7.4-1. 

Viscous Flow in the Lunar Atmosphere 

The temperature of the lunar surface, and therefore of 
the atmosphere above it, should vary with lunar longitude being 
greatest at the sub-solar point and least at the limbs. This will 
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cause a pressure difference resulting in a flow of gas toward the 

coldest region. 

For particle densities great enough so that the mean free 
path is less than the scale height of the atmosphere, the pressure 
differential will cause coherent viscous flow. The kinetic cross- 
section of argon is approximately 4 x 10'’ cm^. A scale height of 
20 km gives the result that the particle density for a viscous flow 
must be about 10® cm"-* or greater. 

The equilibrium flow rate for this process will be the 
rate for which viscous force balances the force due to the pressure 
difference. This can be estimated by a simple one dimensional 
calculation. For the purpose of this calculation assume that the 
sub-solar point Is at x ■ 0 and the limb atTTR/2. 

Assume that the lunar atmosphere has a particle density 
(which raay be a function of x), and a scale height h. Assume further 
that the pressure p is P0 at x - o, P at x - TTr/2 and varies 
linearly with x, so that 

2 (P * P0) 
p(x) - Po + 

(7.4-1) 
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The force per unit length on a strip of width Ax and 

height h centered at x is then 

A x 
j p (x - ) - p (x + h 

2 h Ax 
TÍR 

(P - P ) 
v o (7.4-2) 

In general, the viscous force per unit area caused by a 

velocity gradient in a gas is given by 

v (7.4-3) 

where -^y is the velocity gradient normal to the force and ^ is the 
coefficient of viscosity. Kinetic theory gives 

1 v 
3 ' 

where O' is the collision cross-section of the molecules, m their mass 

and 

v the mean velocity. 

In this problem, if the velocity is zero at the surface and 
v at y - h, the velocity gradient can be taken to be v/h. This gives 
a viscous force per unit length of 

(7.4-4) 

Equating the two force expressions gives 

TT R 
h (P - Po) - ^ ^ Ax 
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or, substituting for W and solving for v, 

V ?.h .,ÇP - PJ 

1/3 ~ TTR 
<T 

(7.4-S) 

The pressure P is equal to m ^gh. Substituting this gives 

v - - O 
IT ? R (7.4-6) 

0 » A 
For argon at 0 C, v ■ 3.9x10 cm/sec. The kinetic cross- 

section for argon is about 4x10*15 cm^. For the moon R ■ 5,900 km “ 

5.9x10® cm and g ■ 160 cm/sec^• Using 2x10® cm for the scale height 
gives 

(6) (4xlO'1S) (2xloV (160) 

(5.9xl08) (3.9xl04)"TT 

(7.4-7) 

A case of interest would be the case where the gas was 

freezing at the coldest point making /°Q close to zero. In this case 

v 3.4x10 /0 -1 
cm sec 

(7.4-8) 

This is the velocity at y * h. The average velocity will be half 

this or 1.7x10*7/’cm/aec. 

This problem as set up represents a fairly crude approxima¬ 

tion to the real picture; however, the time for gas to flow a distance 

of one quarter the moon's diameter using the 'Velocity given should 

give a reasonable idea of the 1/e decay time for an atmosphere that is 

freezing out. For an atmosphere that is not freezing this time should 

be the time constant for the approach to the equilibrium atmospheric 

distribution which will be considerably denser on the colder aide. 

Thus, for this process to be significant, this time should be shorter 

than the lunar day (SOxlO5 sec). 

The value of ' for which the time constant is Just equal to 

the length of the lunar day is found by solving 

■■ 30xl05 sec 
2v 
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or 

pm 5.9xi08 , 1 

30xl05 2(3.4xl0"7) 7.4-9) 

8 -3 
** 5x10 particle* cm 

Thu* for atmosphere* of 109/cc or greater there could be appreciable 
condensation or flow toward the cold side. This will tend to Inhibit 
the escape of the atmosphere «ince it tend* to concentrate atom* where 
their escape rate is «lower. Another possibility is the permanent free* 
ing out of large quantities of gas in a cave which never sees sunlight. 

Diffusion of the Lunar Atmo*phere 

When the atmosphere is too rare for coherent viscous flow, 
movement of particle* from regions of high demity to regions of low 
density can still take place by means of a type of a diffusion proce*». 
A particle that leave* the surface will describe a parabolic path under 
the action of the moon'* gravitational field. 

Suppose that when the particle strikes the surface again and 
rebounds, it doe* *o with sufficient randomne** that the velocity 
distribution at any point on the surface may be assumed to be Maxwellian 
With these assumptions, it is possible to compute an effective mean free 
path,/, for the progress of the molecule along the surface and also • 
mean velocity, v. In any diffusion process, the current is given by 

5 . . I* V7>. . (7.,.10) 

where /5 is the density, and D is the diffusion constant. This, coupled 
with the continuity equation 

gives the usual diffusion equation 

\fL. DV2/Ö 

(7.4-11) 

(7.4-12) 
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Suppose a molecule starts out from the surface with 
velocity components vx parallel to the surface and perpendicular 
to it. It will then move as illustrated. 
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Íbis 1 s a standard problem and the answer is well known. Since 

and 

V ■ V cos 0 
2 

V » vain 0, 
X 

and 

2 2 0 V cos 0 
ti * —..— 

2g 

2 , .vs In 0 cos 0 
(7.4-13) 

_2 
where g - 160 cm sec is the moon's gravitational constant. Also, 
the time of flight is 

2v COB 0 
c * - 

g 

The 0 distribution 
appropriate. 

is completely random, 

//v 
so that average values are 

7 
sin 0 coi Ô sind d« 

sin 0 d# (7.4-14) 

and 

<^sln ©]> -Æ- 
j ,i° 

ln& d0 

0 d0 (7.4-15) 
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From kinetic theory 

./ 8 k T 
<v^ * V rfT" (7.4-16) 

and 

/2s 2 
<V / - V 

3 k T 
M (7.4-17) 

Thi* gives for the mean free path 

^ ■ </d ^ ■ g ^ v^//> ® cor 

2 k T 

m8 
(7.4-18) 

and for the mean velocity 

V - <(\y K*in9y> 
1f I 8 k I 
4 fT m (7.4-19) 

When these expressions for J? and v are substituted in the 
expressions for the diffusion constant, we get 

. iv 

i JL 
3 4 

6 g 

I 8 k I . 2 k T 
V JT m m 8 

2 k I 
3/2 

(7.4-20) 
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It Is possible to solve the diffusion equation exactly for 
the case of two dimensional diffusion on a spherical surface; however, 
for the order of magnitude calculations used here, the solution for 
the one dimensional process will be adequate. In this case, the 
diffusion equation (7.4-12) becomes 

Substituting 

gives 

iü _ n 
^ u 17- 

- Pit 
p(\t) : /(x) c 

(7.4-21) 

The solution for this is 

f (*) + B cos X 

This one dimensional solution should b* thought of aa a 
mirror image solution as in the viscous flow problem so that the 
proper boundary condition is 

- 0 

at the boundaries which will be taken to be x * 0 
Ing this boundary condition gives A ■ 0 and 

ST-% 
where n is an Integer. The longest: time constant 
one for getting an Idea of the times involved and 

and x * TT R. Apply- 

is the most Important 
is 

4Í 
à* 

k max 
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For a temperature of 100°C, and m * 40 a.m.u., 
D * 1 X 1012 cm2/sec. This gives 

max 
Ü-85 X ^08) 2 ■ 3.4 X 10^ sec 

12 
10 

This is about 1/100 of a lunar day, 

Thus if the cold side of the moon is regarded as a sink, an 
appreciable part of a tenuous atmosphere could flow to it during 
the course of a lunar day. The flow rate on colder portions of the 
moon will be less because of the T_2/J time dependence of the time 

constant. 

An interesting application of this problem may be the flow 
of the radioactive gas, radon. Although the abundance of uranium 
and thorium in the lunar crust is unknown, it seems reasonable to 
postulate at least some radon evolution. Since radon condenses at 
a temperature of -71°C and has a half life of 3.8 days which is 
appreciably shorter than the longest time constant for diffusion, 
it should be possible for it to reach the cold sink before decaying. 
This effect may well concentrate the radon and its decay products 
at the terminator. 
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SECTION 8 

SOLAR WIND PHENOMENA 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

in recent years a large body of experiment.! Information 

has been accumulating for the existence of a ”Jon 
gas of solar origin in interplanetary space. Although the compos 
of this gas is not known with any certainty, the observations lead 

to the belief that it consists mainly of electrons Prpt0^- 
ion. and a small proportion of heavy elements. Thl* 8a 
considered to be an extension of the solar corona and 1 ptevened 
from reaching the earth's surface by the geomagnetic field. These 
•'loîar winds" seem to vary in Intensity with visible solar activity 
and interact with the magnetic field of the earth to produce auroral 

displays, as well as perturbations of the steady field. 

While the existence of neutral beams of solar particles 
is well established, the velocity and density oí these particles in 

space i. much less well-known. For this reason 
proton and electron densities may well be one of the m“8t 

measurement, to be made In the clfl’lunar *Pace/Uî°U8h’’ 
it will be po.eible to infer eomething about the above properties 
i«: ilgnetic îleld meeeurement.™ . R-diatlon counter. . m er o 
the Geiger counters, scintillation counters and cry.ta counter, used 
on Explorer iv(2) should be suitable for measurements from «lunar 
;„K"cU. Fhot.iir.phic dirección „.thcd.® c.o d pro, . h. 

most positive determination of the composition and velocity o the 
particles, but an experiment of this type probably would «quire 
recovery and for a lunar research vehicle may not be feasible. 
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The presence near the earth of charged particles oí solar 
origin was first proposed as an explanation of magnetic storms and 
aurorae. The velocity of the beam of solar particles is inferred 
from the time lag between the visual observation of a flare on the 
sun and the commencement of magnetic storm disturbances. This time 
is of the order of 1 dav and therefore indicates velocities of 1000 km 
sec'1. Weak storms show a 27 day periodicity which points to more or 
less continuous emission. Due to certain fundamental considerations 
the beams of particles must be electrically neutral. 

The number density and velocity under burst conditions most 
often quoted is that determined by Unsold and Chapman'*’ from optical 
and radiofrequency absorption. They obtained a number diMislty ol 
about ICr cm"1. Bl ermann^ • has deduced a value for the number density 
of the order of 103 - 104 cm"3 from cometary tail motions. Alfven'"l 
on the other hand, from a magnetohydrodynamic wave theory believes 
that the tail motions can be accounted for by ion densities of the 
order of 0.1 cm"3 and velocities of 108 cm sec"!. Block(') has 
calculated the particle density in the solar beams from auroral and 
magnetic storm phenomena and derives a maximum particle density of 
about 10 cm*3 with a lower limit during storm conditions of 0.1 cm 
Recently KozyrevC8) has detected weak luminescence of the lunar surface 
which he ascribes to solar beams with a density of 5xl03 cm*3. The 
polarization of the zodiacal UghtW has been used as a measure of 
electrons and particulate matter in space. At the present time these 

measurements seem to be inconclusive. 

It is clear from the above discussion that precise informa¬ 
tion concerning the solar wind is not available and in fact the 
estimates of number density and velocity vary by orders of magnitude. 
The following values which are often quoted are listed in Table 8-1 
along with the kinetic energy corresponding to the stream velocity 

TABLE 8-1 

SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS 

Velocity 

No. Cm"3 

Energy (eV) 

Solar Condition 
Average Disturbed 

107 l.5x10® 

103 105 

50 11.3x !03 
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However, if the soler winde ere present In the soler eyete* In the 
•egnltudee which heve been postulated, It eppeere that erosion effects 
on particulate Matter such as Meteorltae and the particles responsible 
for the sodlecal lipht will be rather severs. Certain Materials such 
as thin, Mtal-coated plastic fllMs used for balloons, solar sails or 
satellite surfaces May be destroyed rapidly by these radiations. 

8.2 SPUITIIING BY SOLAR PROTOWS 

Ralffel^*^ has presented arguMtnte for the destructive 
effects of the solar plasma on thin plastic and Metallic filiu. These 
Materials are important not only for the construction of balloons, 
solar sails, etc., but may have use as temperature regulators and In 
the scientific instrumentation for windows and filters. He gives 
the time t for removal of a layer by sputtering as 

t M Ä (nv) 

where N * Avogadroe Mo. 

L ■ coating thickness 

<$ » sputtering yield 

M * coating atomic wt. and d the density 

nv - solar flux 

At a flux of 6k1010 cm'2 a 300 l Al. coating would be 
destroyed in 104 sec., If the sputtering yield Is assumed to be one. 
The sssm author points out that the presence of He aftd heavy elements 
In the solar plasma will lead to effects of comparable magnitude. 

It la further shown that radiation damage to plastic 
materials can also be Important. Por example, the dosage 
by a proton flu* of 600 cm’3 at 10* cm sec*1 would be about 3*10 Rads 
sec*1 over the range of the protons In the material <~ 10*5 gm cm 2). 
lince damage may occur with about 101® Rads, carbonisation would 

require 2x10* sec. 
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It should be mentioned however, that as shown In the follow¬ 
ing sections a sputtering coefficient of one is probably too high by 
a factor of at least 50, Reiffel’» figures for the time of removal 
therefore would be increased. A similar computation using the »ow* 
sputtering yield gives a time of 106 seconds to remove a 1000 A coat¬ 

ing or in a burst 
jy A, V O •» w * --- *w --- 

'Lasting 104 seconds shout 11 would be removed. 

The difficul with interpreting auch calculations in practical 
terms arises principally from two uncertainties: (1) lack of informa¬ 
tion concerning the solar flux, particularly the particle velocities, 
muí i u variation with :,.. *r ;':.nc ¡. ."ti. huv] d'l .¡"v'■ nH:'Ci: .a. I, 
information as to sputtering rues for the presumed proton energies 
involved. Rather than draw conclusions as to these matters the 
following sections will discuss some of the available evidence and 
point out additional seemingly paradoxical effects to which high values 

of the solar flux will lead. 

JL 2 JL Sputtering.Yield.Values 

The amount of sputtering damage due to solar wind particle* 

depends directly upon the aputtering co, if'" 
•puttnnd partidas/Incident panicle) mH .-.1-1 up-:: '.".11 
assumed for the aolar wind. The sputtering y e,d therefen:« 1* 
especially sensitive to the velocity which is token for the solar 

wind. 

A great deal of the information on sputtering is dut to 
the work of WehnerÜ1). Some of the resulta, both of hii measure¬ 
ments and calculations, arc given in Table 8.2. In the laut column 
of the table the values are extended to proton*. The energy 
dependence of the threshold has been assumed to be proportional 1.0 

the ratio of the masses of the striking to the struck atom», 

As mentioned by Wehnar^1^, material* such as aluminum ^ 
which form strongly-bound oxide layers on their surfscef have much 
lower aputtering rates. They may be bombarded at high rates for 
long times without noticeable effect Although we have no quanti¬ 
tative information, this may account for the long 1 Ifetim*1 s for 
meteorite* and should al»o bs favorable to the stability of the 
aluminum coated balloons. It should be noted that all of Wehnar * 
»puttering yield data art for clean and freshly exponed surface*. 



TABLE 8.2 

PROTON SPUTTERING YIELDS 

Metal / 
Ion 

AI 

Si 

Fe 

Cu 

Pt 

Threshold Encruy In eV 

~HÍ Hg Hg 

(calc) (calc) 

127 136 120-140 

60 61 60-70 

205 75 fe0*70 

74 50-70 

850 67 70-90 

Protons 

(est) 

500 

240 

800 

980 

3400 

The question of yield as a function of energy is perhaps 

more difficult particularly at energies far above threshold. 

Goldman and Simon(12) deal with particle energies in the region 

of 500 keV. They postulate a ln E/E energy dependence and derive 

a theoretical yield for deuterons on copper of 6.5x1o-1 (by 
extrapolation, about 0.2 at 1 keV). At 1.5xl08 cm sec'» or 11.25 keV, 

the yield would be about 0.02. It seems obvious that their work 

cannot be applied for energies near threshold. 

Keyvell has made measurement^ to about 5 keV for 

He/Ag He obtained yield value® which varied from about 3.5 per 

incident He at 6 keV to about 1^ at 1 keV. His curves indicate a 

rise in yield proportional to /Ë while Wehner's results show a rapid 

increase'in the vicinity of threshold and a more or less linear 

relationship up to about 400 eV. 

In the theory of Goldman and Simon for high speed ions, It 

is assumed that the mean free path of the incident ions is much 

longer than that of the knock-on particles. Therefore, only a sma.il 

number of the latter particles can diffuse to the surface, whici 

accounts for the relatively low calculated yield at 500 keV compared 

to that at say 100 eV. From their argument it may be that a maximum 
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in the yield would show up at the energy where the range of the 
incident particles is equal to the range of the emerging particles. 

The mean free path "K for primary production is given by 
the above authors as 

- (n O')'1 
o 

where r:0 is the particle density in the medium and CT the cross section. 
They calculate >■ ' O-SfexlO"^ cm for 500 keV deuterons on copper. 
Since the range is inversely proportional to the incident particle 
energy, 1 keV ions would have a range of about 10*^ cm or about 
equal to that of the knock-on particles. 

Figure 8.1 shows Wehner1 s experimental result: (c) 
extrapolated to H/Al (c1) using the hard sphere formula for the 
fraction of energy exchanged. 

A! - ^ 
E " (1 +/()2 

and ^ * 

where M2 is the mass of the struck atoms and Mj the mass of the 
striking ion. Curve (A) gives Keywell's experimental results and 
curve (E) the values calculated from the Goldman and Simon theory 
using their ln E/E energy dependence. 

It has been pointed out recently^**) that previous 
experiments which reported values of sputtering coefficients for 
various types of ions disagree by orders o( magnitude. One of the 
reasons for these large discrepancies is the difficulty of controlling 
the experimental conditions. For 10 keV protons on silver Moore 
et alii'*) report a value of about 0.03 atom/ion and for 6 keV helium 
ions Keywell(13) obtained a coefficient of 4.5 whereas if Keywell's 
expression for the sputtering coefficient (which agrees with his 
data) is used a value of 2,7 for protona on silver is obtained. 
Keywell did not separate the neutral particles from his ion beam 
and this may account for the larger values. Measurements made by 
Weiss and his coworkers(l^) of ths neutral hydrogen beam accompanying 
a 10 keV ionised beam Indicates a sputtering coefficient of about two. 
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Yonts ct using the Osk Ridge ,'C«lutron" obtained a coefficient 
of about 0.05 for 10 keV deuterium ions on copper with a decrease to 
about 0.02 at 40 keV. It appears therefore that for protons of 
11 keV which may correspond to the burst condition, Moore's value 
may be at least of the correct order of magnitude. Unfortunately 
there is no theory available at present which will allow extension 
or extrapolation of the experimental results to other than the 
measured values. 

However, there is the likelihood of a maximum in the 
region of interest (at: least for the higher energies corresponding 
to a disturbed sun). It: Is possible that under average solar wind 
conditions no sputtering will take place at proton velocities below 
about 5xl07 cm sec-1 and that with a suitable coating either of a 
heavy metal (W) or a refractory (SiO?) little effect would ba 
found below about 10® cm sec'*. 

8.3 SOUR WIND EFFECTS 

Since available experimental evidence as to solar wind 
particle densities and velocities, and as to sputtering yield values 
are uncertain, no reliable calculation of solar wind effects can be 
made. However, if the values often used are applied to natural 
phenomena, such as meteorites, apparently paradoxical result* obtain. 
The effects of solar winds on meteorites, solar mass, and the earth's 
magnetic field are discussed below. The effect of solar wind on a 
possible lunar atmosphere is discussed In Section 7. 

The very Inconclusive nature of present solar wind 
speculations coupled with the possibly severe damlge to space 
vehicle components at least under burst conditions, make measure¬ 
ments of solar wind densities and velocities an experiment of prime 
importance in cis-lunar vehicles. 

8.3.1 Effects on Mlcrometeorltes 

Pressure Effects 

The existence near the earth of micrometeorites In certain 
size ranges appears to be forbidden by light pressure and solar wind. 
Although the magnitude and existence of solar winds is not firmly 
established, the light pressure effect can hardly be questioned. 
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Light Presmre 

The radiation presante due to sunlight is related to 
distance from the sun by the inverse square law enactly as the 
gravitational attraction. We can then establish a relationship 
between the density and diameter of particles such that anywhere In 
the solar system the light; pressure will equal the gravitational 
attraction. These particles will then be the smallest particles at 
any given density which can remain in the solar system. If we 
represent the light pressure at any distance I from the sun by 

., . . K 1C 
Light pressure: » -» 

) R2 R2 

we can equate the light pressure on a particle to the gravitational 
force on the particle by: 

/ M U7JdJ 
6 

or 

C 
/ M 

The radiation pressure due to light for a perfect absorber 
is equal to the radiation density. At one Astronomical Unit from the 
sun, the light pressure will be; 

L.P. » 
1.92 X 4.18 X 107 . , 2 
-- dynes/cm 
3 X 10 X 6 X 10 

4.5x10 dynes cm' 

* C/(1 A.U.) where A.U. is expressed in cm. 
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An aatronoalcal unie la l.SxlO 
13 

ca and ao 

and 

C - 4.5 X 10*5 X (1.5 a IO13)2«* IO22 dyrtaa - c«"4 

)»H - 6.67 X IO*® X 1.9 X 1033 - 1.27 x IO26 dynaa * g»"1 c«‘2 

10 
22 

1.27 x 10 
26 

« 1.2 x 10 

-4 
or d(alniaun) - (1.2 x 10 Ifi) ca. 

Tharafora, lf wa bavt partlclaa with a danalty of ona, 
thalr dlaaatara auat ba 1.2 alcrona or graater If thay ara to raauln 
In cha aolar ayataa. Dusc-balla or puff-balla with danaltlaa aa low 
aa .05 hava baan poatulatad aa aaklng up a larga pare of tha aataorlca 
populación. Por auch partlclaa a alnlaua dlaaattr of 24 alcrona la 
aatabllahad by light praaaura. At tha other axtraaa, Iron partlclaa 
with a danalty of 8 could exlat with diaaetara aa aaall aa l.SxlO*-' 
ca or 0.15 alcrona. Howavar, at theae diameter*, tha also of tha 
partida la aullar than tha wave length of light, and one cannot 
conaldter It to be aubjactad to light praaaura aa calculated above. 

Solar Mlnda Preaaura 

Solar wlnda with wore or laaa ataady valuaa of 10^ proton*- 

cn 1 at velocltiaa of 10 ca * aac and guata up to 10J proton*-ca*'’ 
with velocltiaa of 1.5x10^ ca - aac*1 In tha region of tha earth hava 
baan poatulatad. Tha praaaura raaultlng from auch aolar wind* will 
be equal to fi'P- and ao tha ataady wind and guet value* will be: 

Steady - 103 x 1.6 x 10*24 x 1014 - 1.6 x 10'7 dynaa/t*'2 

Cuat • 105 x 1.6 x 10‘24 x (1.5)2 x 1016 - 3.6xl0'3 dynaa/c«2 

Tha ataady wind praaaura will not place any new limitation on partida* 
aloca tha «dar light praaaura la greater by two order* of magnitude. 
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The pressure due to gusts presents another situation. Since 
these pressures are not constantly applied, they do not straightforward 
ly counterbalance gravity as above, but a very simplified view of the 
possible effect can be considered. The energy of a particle in an 
elliptical orbit is given by 

1/2 Mv2 - -AÆ - u - -f® nv R 2a 

where 2a i's the major axis of the orbit. 

If the total energy, U, of the particle becomes rero, the eccentri¬ 
city becomes equal to 1 and the orbit will become parabolic. (For 
elliptical orbits the energy must be negative.) The solar wind 
particles, if absorbed, will transfer their energy to the meteorite 
and therefore increase the magnitude of the major axis. If we let 
a0 (the original semi-major axis) be equal to one astronomical unit, 
we can determine the time over which the high gust of solar wind 
must exist to reduce the energy of a particle to aero, and therefore 
change the orbit from elliptical to parabolic. 

AE 1/2/5 V A At sw sw m 
■ Z5™ Vm 
2 a o 

where fi * sw 

V - aw 

V m m 

a o 

M " 

density of solar wind 

density of meteorite 

velocity of solar wind 

cross section of meteorite 

volume of meteorite 

1.5 X 1013 cm. 

33 
mass of sun - 1.9 x 10 gma. 
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From this 

t * 

■ ^dJ/6 
m__ 

--- ”1 2/4 
a /> V TT d o sw sw 

„ 'y M /5 d 
2 m 
■» 3 

a /> V ,, o'sw sw 

-24 
For P ~ 10 X 1.6 X 10 

sw 

-19 -J 
1.6 X 10 gms - cm 

8 ' 1 
and V * 1.5 X 10 cm - set 

sw 

wt get 

2 X 6. b7 X 10 ^ X 1.9 X.10^ d 
At “ —- nr~ -i9 .,24 

3 X 1.5 X U) X 1.6 X 10 X 3.375 x 10 

2 X 6.67 1.9_ 

3 x 1.5 x 1.6 x 3.375 

x 10 fi cl seconds 
m 

10' /3 d seconds. 
m 

We can then set up a table as follows: 

P (gm/cm'3) 

.05 

.05 

.05 
1.0 
1.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 

d. (microns) 

1 
10 

100 
1 

10 
0.1 
1 

10 

t (sec.) 

50 
500 

5000 
1000 

10.000 
800 

8000 
80,000 
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So even for an iron particle of 10 microns diameter, the solar wind 
gusts would be required only for a total of one day to change the 
particle orbit to parabolic. 

The average burst length for solar disturbance is about 
one hour. If we assume that they occur once each year we can 
establish a lifetime for meteorites in the solar system as related 
to density and diameter. 

/Hgm/cm' ) d(microns) Lifetime (years) 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

.05 

10 
100 

1000 
10,000(1 cm) 

disappear 1st burst 
h h h 

2 
20 

200 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

1 
10 

100 
1000 

10,000(1 cm) 

disappear 1st burst 
3 

30 

300 

3000 

8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 

1 3 

10 30 

100 300 

1000 3000 

10,000(1 cm) 30,000 

From this it would appear that if such solar wind guata 
actually exist even very large meteorites could not remain in the 
solar syatexn. A 1.3 cm diameter meteorite with a density of 1 
would have zero magnitude if it entered the earth's atmosphere. 
About 4.5xl05 such meteorites strike the earth each day. 

The above argument la, of course, a very simple approach 
to the effect of "wind bursts" on the elliptical orbits of 
meteorites about the sun, in that it essentially assumes that the 
impulses are always applied perpendicular to the instantaneous 
velocity vector of the particle. Perhaps a more detailed investi¬ 
gation of this effect is werrented. 
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Sputtering 

A second effect of the solar wind on meteorites will be 
the sputtering out of atoms of the meteorite material due to the 
impacts of high velocity protons. The energy of the protons involved 
in the solar wind will be: 

, 7 -1 
At V B 10 cm - sec 

-24 14 
2 1.6x10 X 10 , 1/2 mv ” -electron volts 

2 X 1.6 X 10 -12 

50 electron volts 

8 -1 
At 1.5 X 10 cm - sec the energy will be 

50 X 225 ■ 11,250 electron volts 

/ 1 Q\ 

Opik' J estimates that about 5 atoms are sputtered off for each 
proton striking a particle. This is a fairly catastrophic attlauce 
since the rate of erosion of meteoritic material becomes quite high. 
For example, the impact rate of protons in our steady wind is 

m3 m7 - in10 “2 *1 10 X 10 ” 10 cm sec 

and therefore the number of atoms sputtered per second from a 
meteorite of diameter d will be 

1010 X 5 X 
TT d 

4 atoms sec *1 

i 

Since the surface area of the meteorite is TT d and the area per 
atom is about 10"3*> cm* the time to sputter a layer one atomic 
diameter (10‘® cm) will be 

TTd X 10 5x 1010 TTd2 
seconds 

• 8 X 10 esconda. 
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Therefore the diameter of the meteorite is decreased by 2 x 10 cm 
in 8xl05 seconds, and this rate of decrease is independent of the 
size of the meteorite. Then the original diameter ot a meteorite 

whose present diameter is d will be given by 

d o 

-8 
2 x 10 t 

d + Ë 
8 x 10 

cm. 

where t is the lifetime of the meteorite in seconds. 

If we take 300 million years as the lifetime of present 
day meteorites (this may be a considerable overestimate) we will 

get: 

2 x IQ'8 x 3 x 108 x 3 x 107 

- (d + 225) cm. 

This means that no meteorite now existing could have started Hie 

with a diameter smaller than 225 cm. 

8 
If the higher sola^ wind velocity of 1.5 x 10 cm - sec 

and densities of 6xl02 - cm' are used 

11 -2 *1 
Impact rate “10 - cm sec 

4 
T • 8x10 seconds 

*8 
d _ d + 2 ».ML~ t (sec) " d + 7.5x10 ' t (years) 

0 8 x 104 

8 
d - (d + 2250) cm for t “ 3 x 10 years 

If the same values of atoms sputtered per Incident atom 
are applied to the bursts of solar wind, one can estimate the erosion 
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due to these bursts. Actually, the nunber of atoms sputtered should 
increase with increasing energy of the incident proton. However, 
retaining the value of 5 we will get the time to sputter off one 
atomic layer to be 

T - d2 X 1016 5 X 105 X 1.5 X 10® X d2/4 

•a 500 seconds. 

If we also assume as before, that the duration of such bursts is 
about one-hour per year we will then have the diameter of a 
meteorite decreased by 

7 X 2 X 10 ® * 1.4 X 10 2 cm/year. 

Then for a 300 million year old meteorite the erosion due to these 
large bursts would be 

1.4 X 10 ^ X 3 X 10 ® * 42 cm. 

Of course, as shown previously small particles would have been driven 
out of the solar system by these bursts. 

Since the steady wind erosion is fantastically Urge, one 
might assume that for the 11 Kev protons of the bursts the sputter- 
ing ratio is 5 to 1, and that this ratio varies linearly with energy 
of incident particle. Then the steady wind value would be reduced by 
a factor of 225 and so 

225 
do “ ( d + 225 } Cm 0r ( d + ^°) cm' 

which is not too serious. The burst eroaion Is still quite enorraou 

If sputtering values are estimated from Wehner's( ' 
experimental work, perhaps a somewhat simplified view can be taken. 
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The absolute minimum energy required to sputter off an 
atom from a material is given by the molecular heat of vaporization 
of the material, and will vary with the target material. The average 
number of atoms sputtered out of a surface per incident particle will 
then be given by 

Ns • k (A E - Et) 

where k is a constant to be obtained experimentally 

E is the energy transferred from the incident 
particle to a molecule in the lattice 

Kt is the threshold energy, or the molecular heat 
of vaporization of the target material. 

It is not here assumed that the sputtered molecule is a directly 
struck surface molecule, but rather that a three-body collision 
is required. This would appear to be required since in atomic 
dimensions the surface is a plane, and the momentum of the struck 
molecule will be into the material rather than out of it. 

If the impact of the particles are hard-sphere colllalona 
th* average energy transferred from the incident particle to the 
target particle will be 

AE - U/(U + l)2 

where U - ratio of maasea of incident and target particles 

■ incident particle energy. 

Then we have 

N • K 
s 

U E, 

(U + 1) 
'o “ E_ 
2 T 
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•o that Cht number of moloculot aputterod par collialon from a given 
target materiel will be approximately proportional to the maaa of 
the Incident particle for a fixed value of I¿. for «puttering from 
iron and copper with Mercury lone Hehner haa found that Mg for 50 
volt Iona la In the order of .01. Ha haa carried out experimenta 
with other target materlala and the order of. magnitude of the reaulta 
are not changed. See Section 8.2.1. He haa alao uaed argon lona on 
iron, for example, and the relatlonahlp expreaaad above hold« at 
laaat roughly. For 50 volt protona on iron the »puttering rata would 
then be about 1/10 that of mercury on Iron, or about 001. The value 
may very well be «ero becauae of threahold conalderationa. On 
•llicon thla value ahould not be radically different. If we accept 
the above value, the troalon rate due to the ateady aolar wind will 
be: 

and the time to sputter one moleculer layer from a sphere will be 

4 X 1016/107« 4x10^ seconds. 

Then the original diameter of a meteorite of present diameter d 
would be 

d d + o 

g 
where t la again tha lifetime of a meteorite. Taking 3x10 years 
aa the lifetime we get 

d " d + 
o 

2 X 10'8 X 3 X 108 X 3 X 107 
9 

4 X 10 
cm 

which la at least not obviously unreasonable. 
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The energy of the bur.t protons U 
about 11 KeV. Although perhaps it is not Justi e , ., 
of the sputtering yield of 05 at 400 eV may be extrapolated t 
hiaher energy. For protons the mass relationship «ill cause a 
reduction b^a factor of 10 but the higher energy will g ve an 
increase by a factor of 30 (assuming a linear relationship vl 
energy -s Indicated from experiments in the low energy range), 
yield per incident proton would then be about 1.5 « 

The 

1 1 
d - d + 10 t cm (t in sec). 

o 

For bursts of one hour per year 

Q 

d « d + 3.6x10 t (t in years) 
o 

8 
For an assumed lifetime of 3x10 years 

d - d + 10 cm. 
o 

However the value* of the sputtering coefficient found from 
experiments at higher energies which are ra*nJlon*J ^ 
Indicate that the above figures may be much too high. 1 
value of 0.03 found by Moore is used 

, « d + jxl° 8 X-l . d + 2.2xl0"13 t cm. 

0.89 X 105 

or for bursts of one hour per year during a lifetime of 3x10 years 

d * d + 2.2x10'' } X 3.6x10 x 3x10 
o “ 

* d + 0.24 cm. 
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8.3.2 Solar Ha«s and Energy Loss Due to Proton galulon 

Ma»» Lob« 

It 1« perhaps inatructive to coapute the fraction of the 
mass represented by the flux of »olar proton». We aaaurae two cate»: 

1. Quiet sun 

-1 8 -1 
600 cm*J at 10' cm sec 

2. Bursts 

105 cm'J at 1.5 X 10 cm sec 

For the quiet sun we use Relffel’s values although they are probably 
too high. The solar flux density at the sun's surface will be 

600xl08 X(q^32)T “ 6xlC)10 x 4-6xl°4 ” 2.8x1015 cm sec 

or 

o/ 22 14 » i 
2.8xl015 x 1.6xl0*2 x 6.2x10 - 2.8x10 gm sec . 

Therefore over a period comparable to the age of the solar system 

the sun would lose 

2 8xl0U x 3.2xl07 x 5xl09 - 4.5xl031 gm. 

This represents a mas» lots of 

4.5xl031 

2xl033 

or about 2X of the sun'» mas». 
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For bursts we have a proton flux of 

ft S 11 *2 
1.5x10 X 10 - 1.5x10 cm sec 

However we assumed previously that the bursts would occur for only 
one hour per year. The total mass in this case becomes 

. . 1rt3l 1.5x10 
4.5x10 X — 

13 

6x10 
10 

3.6xl03 

3.2xl07 

2-43xl0i<6 

1.9xl018 

30 
1.3x10 m- 

or somewhat leas than 1/10 the quiet sun value. 

The above figures may be compared with an estimated ^ 
increase in solar mass due to the Poynting-Robert son effect of 10 gm 
sec'l, or much less than the loss due to proton ejection. 

Energy Loss 

Under quiet conditions the sun is losing energy in the 
form of proton mass at the rate of 

.8xl014 X 10 
21 35 

2.8x10 erg sec 
-1 

Using a figure for the solar constant of 2 calories per minute at 
the earth, the loss will be 

1.4x10^ X 4.6xl04 X 6x10^“ 3.9x10 3 erg sec 3 

where 

..-1 2 X 4.2 X 10 ,, ,„6 -1 
2 cal min - -^- * 1.4x10 erg sec 

4.6x10 is the solid angle factor and the solar surface is taken as 
6xl022 cm2. 
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On this basis the sun would lose snergy about 100 timas 
faster through the escaping protons than through Its electromagnetic 
radiation. This fact would seem to argue strongly for at least a 
lower particle density. 

Hon-Unlfona Distribution of Proton Flux 

It is possible that the protons are emitted ncn-lsotropically 
and perhaps the flux will be a function of the perlferal velocity. In 
this case, the particle number would be proportional to cos ¢, where 
0 is the angle from the plane of the equator. The fraction of the 
solid angle then will be 

2 TT/2 
¡ [ 2R2 cos20 d<t dfl „ T[_ 

I ¡TT? 4 
Jo * 0 

or a reduction of only about 25X from isotroplsm. 
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If both the number and velocity are proportional to coa 0, 
or a co«2# dependence, the solid angle becomes equal to 2/3. there* 
fore It acema that non-uniform emission will not result In appreciably 
lower flux densities than for Isotropic emission. 

8.3.3 Interaction with Magnetic Field 

An additional argument against high particle densities and 
velocities may be presented from consideration of the energy density 
of the solar plasma required to equal that of the earth's field. 
Setting these two quantities equal to one another 

2 2 
MmV HT 

2 " 8IT 

Assuming a dipole field, the distance at which the solar wind can 
perturb the earth's field is 

R - r (H 2/4TT JtaV2)1/(> 
o o ' 

3 -3 fl « 1 
Por N * 10 protons cm and V ■ 10 cm sec* , R - 2.9 r . 

o 

However the outer radiation band reported by Van Allen 
extends from about 3 r0 to 4 r0. Therefore at this energy density 
the solar plasma could completely destroy the outer Van Allen band. 
The maximum values for the solar wind of 10^ protons cm*3 and 
1.5x10s cm sec*3 during bursts would have even more disastrous 
results since it could extend to about 1.1 r0 and penetrate completely 
the inner radiation band. The presently considered cosmic-ray albedo 
neutron source mechanism for the inner Vatv Allen belt is too slow to 
allow for disruptions as frequently as would be caused by these 
solar bursts. 
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SECTION 9 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Probably a certain amount of laboratory Investigation 
with the object of the simulation of lunar features or surface 
composition would be valuable. An interesting series of measure¬ 
ments was carried out many years ago by R W. Wood!1) Thg moon 
was photographed in the wavelength region of 3160 to 3260 A and 

also in the visible. 

A dark spot bordering Aristarchus appeared in the ultra¬ 
violet photographs but not with yellow light. Wood was able to 
demonstrate that a thin, invisible film of sulfur deposited on 
volcanic rock had similar properties while certain other materials 
which were tested had such dissimilar ultraviolet reflection that 
it appears certain that the cause of the discoloration could not 

be attributed to them. 

Orlova^ has compared the reflection of light from 
certain kinds of rocks with that from the moon. While none of the 
terrestrial materials seemed to be exactly comparable to the »onai 
surface, volcanic tuff and slag appeared to correspond more nearly 
in reflective properties than other terrestrial substances 
SytinskaiaO) has compared the brightness-color diagrams for various 
terrestrial ores and rock types with that of the moon He found 
that only melted meteorites gave at all comparai).e diagrams and 
concludes that the lunar surface is covered by a layer of material 
resulting from the volatilization of impacting meteorites. 
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The above Investigations are only examples of the kind of 
experiments that can be performed in the laboratory They are most 
valuable perhaps in the negative sense; that is, when it can be 
demonstrated that certain circumstances are not possible or unlikely 
It is in general not possible to provide positive evidence for specific 
compositions or conditions. However such experimentation could be 
extremely important in pointing the way to significant experiments 
with research vehicles or in actual manned exploration. No doubt a 
wide variety of biological investigations in a simulated lunar 
environment also are possible. 

In the following section a simple experiment is des -.bed 
which reproduces some of the characteristics of the lunar craters 

9.2 LUNAR CRATER SIMULATION 

Perhaps if any feature of the moon's surface distinguishes 
it from the terrestrial landscape It is the presence of the craters. 

Some authorities believe that the moon has not been geologically 
active for millions of years. Although a few relatively recent 
craters of probable meteoric origin are known, the geological history 
of the earth makes unlikely the finding of primeval features except 
in deep ocean areasM. 

Although the origin of the craters is not known, they have 
been variously described as resulting from volcanic action 
meteorite impact(^) or from defluidlzation(^) . Actually the lunar 
features are quite varied and it is possible that all of these 
processes have played a P®tt in the formation of the lunar surface. 

Experimental Results 

Following a suggestion of Dr. Ralph Havens, a brief 
experimental Investigation was undertaken to simulate crater* 
formation in the laboratory. Gaydon and LearnerW have used some¬ 
what similar means for producing model craters and their method 
was also used. In our experiment a small quantity of water was placed 
in a shallow pan and the pan filled with a fine powder. Care was 
taken to wet only a small volume of the powder at the bottom of the 
pan and no liquid was allowed to penetrate to the surface. The 
surface was smoothed without packing and the pan then placed under 
a bell-jar which was slowly evacuated. In a few minutes Jets of 
vapor were observed to break through the surface, forming craters 
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very much remlniecent of those of lunar photographs 

The particle size and composition of the dust were found 
to be rather critical in producing craters which had the desired 
appearance. Several materials were tried and best results were 
obtained with a combination of 120 mesh carborundum and 400 mesh 
glass frit. In fact ordinary soil and dust from the machine shop 
worked reasonably well and typical shallow craters could be 
produced. However it was not possible to study these matters at 
any length and it is probable that a more suitable experimental 
combination could be found. 

Although it la not suggested that the analogy t« ne 
lunar crat can be defended in a very precise way, it must be 
admitted thtt this simple experiment can reproduce many of the 
characteristics observable in lunar photographs. The experimentally 
produced formation of Figure 9.1 shows for example some of the 
features often associated with walled plains: 

1) little or no external wall 

2) ghosts of smaller craters in the central plain 

3) rows of craters along the rim. 

Theae formations were produced by allowing the water vapor to form 
many small craters which eventually coalesced to form a larger 
relatively level area, 

In Figure 9.2 individual external-walled craters will be 
noticed. The tendency to form hexagonal rims and terrace« as on the 
moon can be seen. The apparent color differentiation of the outer slope 
due to gravitational separation of particle size is also apparent 
Using a modification of the Gaydon and Learner method, if the air supply 
can be cut off at the right instant, a definite central protrusion 
can be produced. However precise control of the air supply la 
difficult and no real success was obtained in producing the relatively 
high and angular peaks characteristic of the central mountains In 
lunar craters. When air was allowed to enter rapidly and to erupt 
suddenly through the dust layer a radial pattern of lighter dust which 
had some of the characteristics of a ray system wag formed. 

A detailed analysis of the relationship between the blow 
holes produced experimentally and the actual lunar craters ha# not 
been attempted. In fact without more precise information about lunar 
geology any closer analogy is unwarranted. However the fact that 
many of the observed characteristics of the lunar landscape can be 
reproduced in such a simple way certainly merits further investigation. 
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FIGURE 9.1 SIMULATED WALLED-PLAIN 
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APPENDIX A 

EVIDENCE OF LUNAR GAS EMISSION* 

Study of the lunar surface may, logically, be divided Into 

four chronological sections with the second ending around 1902 at which 

time Simon Newcomb wrote: "A world which has no weather and on whi h 

nothing ever happens -• such is the moon." The first era had ended in 

1860 with the publication of James Clerk Maxwell's "Kinetic Theory of 

Gases." During that first era, the question of a lunar atmosphere 

was an open one. Observations by well known astronomers had limited 

its density to a thousandth that of the earth's but also had provided 

plausible, positive observations favoring the existence of such a 

thin atmosphere. 

The photographic plate and the new, large refracting telescopes 

provided excellent photographs during the second interval Some of 

them compare well with the better ones of today This period witnessed 

I 

violent discussion concerning the mound and crater let . Linne During 

the four decades both amateur and professional astronomers made many 

lunar observations. Thee were a good many announcements of changes on 
» 

the moon's lurface. Except for Linné, any permanent changes well may 

je dit sse- as illusory, or at best as unproven. There are, however, some 

transitory changas such as occasional hare within the ring plain Plato and 

♦The contents of this appendix are taken from a paper "Obscurations of 

Lunar Fea urea", presented by Dr Dinsmore Alter to a National Academy 

of Sciences Synposium in Washington, D C on April 2J, 1969. 
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the monthly variation in one of the black spots of Hercules, for which 

evidence strongly supports reality. Each such reported case must be con¬ 

sidered independently. 

The third era was that in which the attitude of nearly all 

professional astronomers was well characterized by Newcomb's statement. 

It appeared to them that the surface of the moon offered so little of 

new, valuable material that it was a waste of time and equipment to study 

it. Very few of them made more than token observations, although 

several groups did excellent photographic work (App B). 

The fourth era began after World War II, and study of the moon 

by various methods has accelerated greatly during the last few years. 

One of the problems now being studied is outgassing, which ties back to 

the crater Linne observations of 1866. 

That crater was discovered by Riccloli during the seventeenth 

century. Lohrman, Maedler and Schmidt all observed it as a crater. 

Schmidt drew it as a crater in eight out of eleven drawings which he 

made between 1840 and 1843. However, in 1866 he announced that the 

crater no longer remained and that only the bright mound was observable. 

During 1867, numerous observers could find only the mound. Late in that 

year, Schmidt announced that he could observe a mountain in the center of 

the mound. During 1868 Knott, Buckingham and Key observed a shallow 

depression at the center. Later a crater let was detected by Sec chi who 

estimated its diameter as barely half a mile. Still later Huggins 
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measured the diameter as two miles. Since that time, it has been 

observed more or less easily through large telescopes when near the 

terminator. 

In the present program pairs of photographs have been made of 

the Umar surface. One plate from each pair is a Kodak II-O which uses 

only light of shorter wave length than, roughly, 4900 A, in the blue-green. 

The other plate is either a I-N or a IV-N which is sensitive beyond 9500. 

With it is employed a Pyrex filter with its 107, cutoff near 7200. 

Therefore, it photographs only in the infrared. The blue-violet plates 

do not show the craterlet on the mound, although it is sometimes conspicuous 

in the infrared. Plates, like those of the Lick series, made largely 

in the green and the yellow would show tt. 

Disturbances in the earth’s atmosphere cause the blue-violet 

photographs to show less lunar detail than do the infrared ones. Each 

astronomer must himself decide whether a pair of plates exhibits a true 

haze over any lunar feature. To do this he should compare the toss 

in neighboring features with that in the one which is being, studied. 

If the feature shows significantly greater loss, a hare becomes a probable 

explanatory hypothesis. In such a pair for Linn,;* the difference appears 

★The plates discussed here, and the Kozyrev spectrograms are not reproduced 

in this report. The loss of detail due to the reproduction methods would 

obscure the features of interest. 
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great enough to demand a belief that It is duo to the moon itself, not 

to our atmosphere. One hypotheses which is not open to serious objections 

is that a thin haze exists and that it is more easily penetrated by 

red than by blue light. This haze need not be primarily gaseous, since the 

lunar surface must, in general, be covered by a fine dust. Although 

the thickness of the dust layer is controversial, a layer only a few 

mi llimeters thick can produce a haze. An outgass ing, even though the 

density of the gas at the orifice of a crater let is very low with 

respect to that of the earth's atmosphere, can stir up a thin dust 

cloud. 

Seeing conditions at Mt. Wilson on the morning of October 2b, 

1956 were unusually good. Four pairs of plates were secured of the area 

from Ptolemaeus through Tycho. The appearance of obscuration on the 

weatern floor of Alphonsus was evident on the blue plates. Its reality 

was checked on all four pairs by using Arzache 1 as a control. Such 

obacurationa are moat easily observed under a low sun. Scattering of 

•unlight by a gaa ia almost independent of the solar altitude but the 

Illumination of a surface feature seen through it, rather closely follows 

the cosine law. 

The color Index photography program of the mcfon was started 

in April of 1954 because of one of the Moore-Chappell series of Lick 

plate». Thia unusually beautiful picture exhibits the floors of 
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Ptolemacus and of some other nearby objects as "miIky". The 

appearance is almost like that suggested by some descriptions of 

visual observations of Plato when near the terminator. The milkiness 

is especially interesting at a bay which extends from the southwestern 

part of the floor, where a hare appears to pass over a shaded area and 

to mitigate the blackness This bay is only about forty miles from the 

obscuration area of Alphonsus. No one can determine with certainty 

whether the milkiness of this plate represents a real lunar condition 

or is merely a freakishness of photography. 

Publication of the Alphonsus results led Dr. N A. Kozyrev of 

the Pulkova Observatory to make a spectrographic study of the region. 

For this work he used the 50-inch reflector of the Crimea Observatory 

with a prism spectrograph. On the night of 1958 November 3 he was 

observing with phase conditions almost the same as they had been when a 

haze firat was observed in 1956. The slit of his spectrograph was 

extended east and west across the central peak of Alphonsus. Each line 

cf a spectrogram must exhibit the radiation profile along its trace on 

the lunar surface. The line is strengthened where the moon is bright and 

the intensity fades to practically zero at the shadows. The same thing 

holds true for the continuum. The lunar spectrum must be the solar 

spectrum, modified by any color exhibited by the moon, by any absorbing 

gases and by any luminescence. 
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Unfortunately the accounts In our newspapers suffered both 

from omission of pertinent data and language difficulties. It would 

have been far better if the word "eruption" had not been used. 

Technically, it is correct but the image which it brings to mind 1* 

not. The "eruption" was a half-hour long discharge of gas from the 

craterlet atop the high central mountain of Alphonsus 

The following la quoted from a letter written by Dr Koiyrev. 

The letter was accompanied by glossy paper prints of the three most 

Important spectrograms. 

"Spectrogram 1: Nov 3 Oh-l%.T. You will notice that 

the central peak is redder than the neighboring (floor of Alphonsus) 

and has a normal appearance of the spectrum. 

"Spectrogram 2: 3h-3h30ra U.T. The spectrum of the central 

mountain ahows a bright gaseous emission. The most prominent emission 

bands are the 4756 A (which has not yet been identified) and the Swan 

band group of the molecule C2 at 4735, 4713 and 4696 A. In addition 

one may see other lines; their identification has not yet been made. 

"Spectrogram 3: During the guiding of the Spectrogram 2 

I noticed a marked Increase in the brightness of the central region 

and an unusual whit« color. All of a sudden the brightness started 

to decrease. At this inatant the exposure was stopped and a new 

one atarted from sV" to 3h40m. The result was a normal spectrum 

with only a slight suspicion of a Swan band, 
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There la no question about the emission shown In the continuum. 

However, the prints which have been available do not show the Swan 

spectrum. These prints have gone through several stages before 

preparation of the transparency which was examined and any Swan bands 

which showed in the originals well may have been completely masked. 

The Swan bands are found in cometary spectra. They are due to the 

effect of solar radiation in exciting the carbon molecules to luminescence. 

Although the presence of these bands would be Important, Kozyrev's observation of 

the brightening and his securing a spectrum with any luminescence pattern 

is even more so. It well may be true that the original negatives would 

show the Swan spectrum, 

Kozyrev'« results started quite a number of observations of the 

Alphonsus area and there have been some interesting, confirmatory obser¬ 

vations. On November 19, Dr. H. P. Wilkins in northwest Kent in England 

reported that using a 15¾ inch reflector, "the central peak appeared 

bright but a faint duaky reddish patch, about 2 miles in diameter, was 

distinctly seen immediately to the south". He reports als* that on 

the tame night J. Wall and F. D. Brewln also saw the dusky patch with a 

12 inch taleacope. 

Later that night, although still on the 18th by Pacific Standard 

Time, two physicists from Stn Diego, Drs. H. F. Poppendiek and W. H. Bond, 

who ara amateur astronomers, observed the moon with a 6-inch reflector. 
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They had not heard about the Kozyrev observations. A: about eight P.M. 

they observed a bright cloud obscuring the peak in Alphottsus and watched 

it for nearly half an hour. Two weeks later they checked and tound 

nothing. It is Interesting that Wilkin's observation of a dusky cloud 

preceded their observation, exactly as Kozyrev observed a reddishness 

to the peak about three hours before he saw the bright cloud. 

One other observation made on that night must be included. 

Mr. Raymond J. Stein, supervisor of the Newark Museum, observed the moon 

from the roof of the museum, using a 4-inch reflector. Seeing conditions 

were unusually good. He reports: "At 22:00 U.T. I suddenly noticed 

that a portion of the shadow covering the floor of '.be neighboring crater 

Alpetragius had faded. Just a few minutes previously, the shadow had 

covered about two-thirds of the cr. ter floor causing the peak of the 

high central mountain to stand out in bold relief as a bright spot 

against a black background. Now toe mountain peak was but several 

magnitudes brighter than the background. Approximately one-half of 

the total shadow had faded, almost disappearing completely. 1 definitely 

did not see a glow, nor can 1 say that haze was apparent. A portion of 

the shadow merely vanished and seemed to be replaced by a much lighter 

•hade. At 22:05 U.T. the shadow gradually darkened until in approx¬ 

imately 20 seconds, It had repossessed the area It had originally 

occupied." Alpetragius is Just outside the wall of Alphonsus on the 

east. 
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When all data frent every «source are considered it seems te be 

definitely true that at least some residual outgassing still takes place 

on the moon It is possible that there is even mere action, hut as 

present it seems best to accept only that to which one is forced and to 

leave more interesting speculations to the future when mere dm miv be 

available The outgassing does, *• owe ver , demonstrate the nr <rd * r ’ erf »in 

systematic programs cf lunar observation Whatever facts can be leirncd 

from station« on the earth will aid space research and cost little in 

comparison to those learned by means of rockets Out lunar programs 

are seriously handicapped by lack of sufficient systematic data 
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APPENDIX B 

APPLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY TO LUNAR OBSERVATIONS, 

WITH NOTES CONCERNING THE HISTORY OF THE ART 

B 1 EAR,I.Y PHOTOGRAPHY 

Probably It is legitimate to consider the first inventive 

steps toward our photography of today as belonging to the 16th 

century, although possibly they should be turned backward even to the 

Arabian Alhazen at the beginning of the eleventh century. Certainly, 

the beginnings consist of the invention and improvement of the camera 

obscura which had a long and useful history even before the use of 

light sensitive salts. 

Commonly the Invention is stated as that of Baptists Porta 

in 1553. However, an unpublished manuscript by Leonardo da Vinci, 

who died in 1519, describes and pictures the camera, Roger Bacon, 

also, in 1267 makes reference to it although he may never have con¬ 

structed one. 

In 1568, Barbaro suggested the use of a convex lens and a 

diaphragm to aecure «harper Images, Dantl in 1573 made use of a mirror 

to aecure erection of the image. Planer proposed the use of a portable box 

In place of the fixed room then in use. Kepler inserted « concave lens 

behind the convex one to give larger images. This is exactly what 
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Galilleo vas doing at about the same time to secure a direct viev of 

distant objects. Zahn in 1665 introduced additional lenses and 

shielding side wings to increase the brilliancy of the Images. There 

was much use of the portable camera to assist in sketching. 

The light sensitivity of silver salts was observed during 

the sixteenth century, but it was not known that the effect was due to 

light instead of heat. This fact was learned early in the 18th century 

by Schulze in Germany. Late in that century Scheele and Wedgwood in 

England experimented with silver nitrate on paper and other substances. 

In none of hi* work waa any means known of fixing the images and they 

had little value at the time. 

Useful recording of pictures through the effects of light 

on silver salts developed through the work of J. Nlcephore Nlepte as 

an aid to lithography. Successful work by him arj his nephew attracted 

the attention of the painter Daguerre, who kad experimented with 

allver salts. In 1826, Daguerre proposed a partnerahip to Niepce 

who had been handicapped by the call of his nephew to army service. 

Three year* later, the partnership was formed They found advantages 

of silver iodide over the nitrate. During the experimentation Daguerre 

learned that if a metal plate which was coated with silver iodide was 

•xposed at a camera focua and then fumed with mercury vapor he could 

obtain an image. The reeulta were published and were presented to the 

French Acedemy on 19 August 1839. 
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The process was a great success although at first the sensi¬ 

tivity of the coated metal was low. Soon they increased it hundredfold. 

Portraiture by it became a fad and today most families still have from 

one to doten» of such reversed portraits of their ancestors and col¬ 

lateral relatives. The first step in the manufacture of a Daguerre- 

type was to silver plate a copper plate. Next this plate was highly 

buffed. After the buffing it was exposed to iodine vapor to produce 

the silver iodide. By 1840, the plate was resensltited by exposure to 

bromine, It now was ready for exposure to the light image. Latitude 

was small, and it was necessary to time the exposure accurately. The 

next step was development of the picture by mercury vapor One wonders 

how much mercury poisoning there may have occurred among those early 

photographers. The final step was fixing with thiosulphate of soda 

The picture now was stable but its quality was Improved by toning in 

a solution of gold chloride. Those of us who used the printing out 

papers which were almost universal at the beginning of this century 

will remember that we very carefully waahed out all thi excess silver, 

then toned with gold and fixed the picture as a final step. One 

excellent paper (Arlito Platino) required additional toning with 

platinum chloride. The fixing process was discovered by the astronomer, 

Sir J. J. F. Herschell in 1819. 
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8.2 DEVELOPMENT OF LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 

The daguerreotype brought about the first astronomical photo¬ 

graph, one of the moon, made in 1040 by Dr. J. W. Draper. His pictures 

were of poor quality and the diameter of the image was only about an 

inch. Ten years later Dr. W. C. Bond, first director of the Harvard 

College Observatory, used the fifteen inch refractor there to secure 

excellent dagi erreotypea of the moon. These were shown in London at 

the great exhibition of 1851 and there attracted the attention of 

Warren De la Rue who at 36 already had made a large fortune as a paper 

manufacturer. The wet plate, or collodian process, was announced in 

that same year. It waa invented by an English architect named Scott 

Archer. At first it waa necessary to prepare his plates immediately 

before exposure. Later modifications made it possible to keep them 

for some time before use. In 1864, W. B. Bolton and B. J. Sayce pre¬ 

pared plates using a dry emulsion of collodion. The gain in con¬ 

venience was great but the sensitivity was not Improved in their 

first plates. 

The last of the major inventions was that of *Dr. R. L. Maddox 

in 1871. He followed the previous procedure but substituted «liver 

bromide for the Iodide and held it as an emulsion in gelatine instead 

of collodion. His dry plate was the prototype of the plates tn use 

today. Much improvement was made by quite a number of experimenters 
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during the next doten year«. In 1877, the first commercial dry plates 

were placed on the market by three manufacturer*. By 1879, rather 

rapid ones were available and exposures as short as one two-hundredth 

of a second could be made. This ended the period of general amateur 

experimentation In improvement of plates. 

During the 1880's various dyes were introduced and the first 

Isochromatlc and orthochromatic plates were produced by an extension of 

their spectral sensitivity toward the red. In 1906, this extension 

was completed throughout the red and provided the introduction of the 

first panchromatic plates. This advance was of extreme importance to 

astronomy. By 1925, infrared plates were usable to greater wavelengths 

than 9000. The first infrared plates were very unstable and were slow. 

Great Improvements have been made, both in stability and In sensitivity 

Today, the astronomer or other scientist has a fairly gooçl range of 

speed, gralnineas and contrast from which to select the plate most 

use*ul in his work. Perhaps directly and indirectly, Dr. C. E. K. Mees 

of the Eastman Kodak Company has contributed moat to the qualities of the 

plates which «re used by astronomers today. 
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B-3 EARLY LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHY 

The interest which Bond's lunar photographs aroused in De la 

Rue initiated the first use of photography as a tool in astronomical 

research. His wealth made it possible for him Co secure the best 

of instrumental aid. In 1853, he made exquisite lunar photographs, 

using the new glass plate method. He had recognized the chro.Mtic 

advantages of '•he reflector and used one of thirteen inch diameter in 

his first work. By 1857, he had installed the driving clock which is 

essential in astronomical photography and Chat same year completed'his 

observatory, to be devoted to photographing astronomical objects. 

The famous physicists Foucault and Fizeau had used the daguerreotype 

process in 1845 to photograph the sun but apparently nothing further 

had been done. De la Rue’s photographic observations of the sun 

are among the greatest series of science. In that same year cooperation 

began between him and the Royal Society. Before his death cooperative, 

photographic, solar observations extended around the earth. 

In the United States lunar photography was much developed by 

Dr. Henry Draper, son of the man who photographed the moon In 1840, 

and by Lewis M. Rutherford. During the seventies photography was invoked 

in an attempt to determine the truth concerning the apparent changes 

in the craterplt on the bright mound, Llnne, in Mare Serenltatls. 

Nothing definite could be learned. The telescopes were not large and 



the pUtes were not sensitive for light waves longer than about 5000. 

The question concerns obscuration by gas or dust. Red and especially 

Infrared waves are needed. The Llnne question at last nay have 

partially settled In 1957 and 195B. 

Professor N. P. Shaler of Harvard used photography for a 

rather systematic study of the lunar surface. Hts results and their 

discussion comprise a volume published near the start of the century 

W. H. Pickering, also of Harvard, made a long series ofexquisite ob¬ 

servations mostly from the Mandeville station in Jamaica. 

Thé 36-lnch Lick Observatory refractor was used In the 1090 s 

to secure perhaps the best lunar pictures to that time. The long focus 

revealed more details than previously had been possible. The Paris 

Observatory, using its 23.6 inch refractor, also contributed Its share. 

None of these pictures exhibited all the data which could be observed 

visually. They did, however, have two great advantages because they 

recorded all data which were within their scope and because the truth 

of their record was incontrovertible, not marred by preconceived ideas 

or by faulty imagination. Soon lunar photography lagged. It was 

believed little more could be learned. 
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B.4 TWENTIETH CENTURY LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHY 

During recent decades lunar photographs have been made 

sporadically at nearly all large observatories. Undoubtedly no 

publication has been made of many excellent ones. Any listing 

certainly is Incomplete. For example, some excellent lunar photographs 

have been published from the French Pic du Midi Observatory. However, 

rumor states that there has been large scale consistent observation 

there. 

One of the best small groups of photographs was made by Dr. 

F. G. Pease on September 17, 1919, using the 100" telescope at Mt. Wilson. 

The moon was at last quarter that morning and three pictures of the 

group were skillfully joined to produce a beautiful montage which has 

been published many times. Even today, with modern plates, Its quality 

scarcely has been excelled. 

Previous to World War II, the late Dr. Fred Wright of the 

Carnegie Institution made an extensive series, using that same telescope. 

The material, apparently, is now being prepared for publication by his 

daughter, Miss Helen Wright and the astronomer, Dr. Gerard Kulper. 

Probably it will form part of a promised photographic atlas. 

One of the most Important series of lunar photographs is that 

which was made by the late Dr. J. H. Moore, former director of the Lick 

Observatory, and Mr. J. F. Chappell, the observatory photographer. They 
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used the 36" refrecting telescope and secured the whole of the lunar 

disk on each plate which was exposed. The rather small number of 

exposures extended over approximately ten years, 1938 •• 1948. Due to 

the difficulties incident to chromatic aberration in a visual refractor, 

it was impossible for them to make use of either violet or infrared light. 

Their plates had maximum sensitivity in the yellow green and were con¬ 

trolled by a transmitti" filter for that region. 

B.5 SPECIAL METHODS FOR LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHY 

Moore and Chappell introduced a necessary systematic practice 

to the art. Photographs of much research value must conform to at least 

three conditions: 

(1) Transparency of the air must be good. 

(2) Seeing condition, or steadiness of the image, must be 

unusually good. Except for a small amount of experimental 

work, the majority of nights which are very satisfactory 

to the spectroscoplst are useless,for lunar and planetary 

photography. 

(3) The telescope muet be large enough that its resolving 

power permits a record of small details on nights of 

unusually good seeing. The standard statement concerning 

resolving power la based on the- diameter of the objectiva 

or mirror. Tha aquation used is that of Dawes for the 

minimum separation at which a double star can be resolved. 
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(There is no need here to go into theory of diffraction 

rings.) If s Is the separation of the stars and d the 

diameter of the mirror or objective in inches 

s" - - 
d 

One mile of the lunar surface subtends a little less than 

one second of arc as viewed from the earth. Therefore, 

even under the most perfect seeing, conditions, a telescope 

of 18" diameter would be required to reveal a crater a 

quarter of a mile in diameter. Of course, even greater 

resolving power would be desirable. 

(4) Moore and Chappell used only the best nights. On nights 

when the "seeing" was unusually steady, and the moon 

available, the regular observer would notify them. They 

would spend approximately an hour making from three to five 

exposures. The regular program was then resumed. A rather 

few plates, therefore, told enough of the story that Dr. 

Alter spent fully 700 hours studying them before exposing 

his own first plates. 

In this type of photographic work an additional factor must be 

considered in determining resolving power. The "grain" of the photographic 

plates varies greatly. Fast platea have coarse grain. Usually, slow 

platea have fine grain and some plates, auch as process plate* and lantern 
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31ides, have negligible grain sc far as lunar photography Is concerned. 

This is not true of most of the plates used at the telescope. Kodak I*N 

piates, exposed at the Cassegrain focus of the 60" at Mt. Wilson, do 

Show granular difficulties on nights when the seeing is exceptionally 

steady. If exposed at the much shorter Newtonian focus the graininess 

would be serious. Long focus telescopes have greater practical resolving 

power in lunar photographic research than do shorter ones of the same 

objective or mirror diameter. 

It would be natural to expect telescopes of long focus and of 

great diameter to give the best results. The layman expects the 200" 

Hale reflector at Palomar Mountain to reveal more detail than would be 

possible with any other. 

"Bad seeing", f.e., unsteadiness of the image, is due to mixing 

currents or "waves" of air at different temperatures. It follows different 

patterns. Some comes from air near the telescope. Some comes from greater 

altitudes. Sometimes the waves are "short". At other times they are 

"long". If the distance between shiftings of light: In a given direction 

la less than the diameter of objective or the mirror, it Is impossible 

to obtain a "perfect picture", no matter how shott the exposure time may 

be. If such "short" waves are near the telescope, one part of the Umar 

disk may be in sharp focus but another part out of focus at the same Instant 

If the waves are much larger than that diameter, the whole image may be 

shifted with little distortion and a very short exposure at the proper 

Instant can produce valuable results. 
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As we go to Larger telescopes we decrease the frequency 

of Instants when the atmospheric waves may be considered as "long". 

This limits greatly the size of telescope which It is efficient to use 

for such work. The instants when the whole aperture of the 200" could 

be used efficiently must be extremely rare and perhaps never occur. 

Such rare instants do exist for the 100", as is proved by the Pease 

photographs, but possibly are too infrequent to Justify scheduling 

the telescope for such work. Definitely for the 60" there are quite 

a number of desirable nights per year. Perhaps one clear night out 

of five is usable to obtain lunar negatives of research quality, and 

one out of ten is excellent. 

A 36" telescope would give a definitely improved ratio 

of "good" nights. Its theoretical resolving power would reveal craters 

an eighthof a mile in diameter. Of course, the larger telescope 

could be "stopped down" and used, but that involves the use of a far more 

expensive Instrument and one which on that same night could have 

been used on a program which took advantage of its full light gathering 

power. 

The astronomer planning any definite program of 1 Aar photo¬ 

graphy must consider several preeminent factors: 

(1) Observing conditions, both with respect to trans¬ 

parency and seeing, 

(2) A telescope of at least 36" diameter is needed. Probably 

It would be poor procedure to have one of much more 

than twice that diameter. 
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(3) The long Casseg-aIn focus, or the still longer Coude 

focus, Is essential because of plate graininess. If 

necessary a proper form of enlarging lens could be 

employed at the Newtonian focus, 

(A’' The observatory must be so located that It is prac¬ 

ticable to carry out the Moore Chappell procedure 

and to notify the observer whenever the conditions 

are right. If he cannot reach the telescope within 

15 or 20 minutes of notification the plan fails. 

Also the observatory program must be such that the 

director Is willing to permit such interruption of 

other work. 

(5) A very highly speclalized form of camera, probably 

coating between two and three thousand dollars, is 

needed. 

(6) The cost of photographic plates will be large and 

the supply must be assured before the program la 

operative. * 

(7) Probably it would be foolish to consider a less than 

two ytar program. 

Any apaclal plan to be executed would add other conditions to these 

general ones. 

The bast known recent aeries of lunar photographs Is 

probably that of Or. Dlnsmore Alter. 

Thle aeries was started In 1954 following a long study of the 

Moore-Chappell photograph». 
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d 
On« of th« Lick photograph«, made 1937 October 26 at phase 22 . 07 and 

at colongltuda 173?8, showed the floor of Ptolenaeua with a nllky 

appearance as though It were covered by a thin fog. This appearance 

was especially strong at the southern "shoreline" of the comparatively 

flat floor. It brought to sind visual observations (made by experienced 

amateurs) of the floor of Plato, which has been reported sometimes 

as milky near sunrise and sunset. 

The initial plan was to obtain data on this phenomenon 

by means of photographs In blue-violet and in red and Infrared. 

Permission was obtained to use the 60-Inch reflector at Mount Wilson 

for this purpose and, special 5x7 camera was built In the Griffith 

Observatory shops. The first 35 plates were exposed on April 9, 10 and 

11. Pairs of plates were exposed, using Kodak 103a-0 Bkd, without 

a filter, to obtain the blue-violet pictures and 103C-E with a Pyrex 

C. G. 2-64 to secure the red. The seeing during the three night» varied 

from «bout 2 to better than 3 on the Mount Wilson scale. This Is 
I» 

their uaual quality of acting and la entirely aatlsfactory for 

apectroscoplc work. Colongitude 360° was passed on April 10. 

The phases were, therefore, shortly after aunriae on Ptolemaeus. 

Theae ftrat plates demonstrated the greatest difficulty to 

bt encountered In the work. Not only does the lack of steadiness of 

the terrestrial atmosphere effect very much the quality of all 

photographs of calaatlal objects but the effect la considerably 

greater for blue than for red light. 
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Possibly a blue plate exposed under the somewhat unusually good 

seeing 4 would equal a red one exposed under seeing 3. As steadiness 

Improves, this color difference lessens and at tare conditions of seeing 

6 would not be large. However, during 4¾ years of this program Dr. Alter 

never rated It better than 5. If one is examining plates for effects 

caused by an obscuring medium it becomes almost impossible to demon¬ 

strate beyond reasonable doubt that they exist. Always the blue plate 

shows less detail at each point of the image than does the red one. The 

only argument that the observer can use is that the obscuration at some 

given feature is greater than at other features and that consequently 

it is probable that a medium exists at that point. Nights like 

October 26, 1956 are rare and even they give results which may not 

convince those who have held definite, theoretical, contrary views con¬ 

cerning the nonexistance of such media. 

At about 0300 P.S.T. on that date seeing became unusually 

good with a basic 4, varying upward for short intervals to fully 5. 

Ptolemaeus, Alphonsus and Arzachel were near the sunset terminator 

When the sun is low at a given point one finds the best possible condi¬ 

tion to aid in search for obscuration by a gaseous medium. Rayleigh 

scattering is almost independent of the sun's altitude but the illum¬ 

ination of a lunar plain follows the sine law of altitude. The floor 

under a low sun is far less bright than under a high sun. Infrared 

radiation passes through a gaseous mass more freely than do blue and 

violet. 
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Under the«« condition« the he«e effect should show more plainly on 

the shorter wave plate. On the morning of October 26, Dr. Altar 

secured four pairs of plates, lach pair demonstrated quite well 

the probable existence of an absorbing gaseous layer on the western 

floor of Alphonsus. The results have been published as one of a 

series of seven papers on "The Nature of the Lunar Surface", in 

Publications of the Astronomy Society of the Pacific. Koryrev was 

continuing this work, using a spectrograph, when he made his startling 

recent observations. (Appendix A). 
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APPENDIX C 

VISIBILITY OF TRACKING BALLOONS 

C.1 REFLECTION FROM SPECULAR SPHERICAL REFLECTORS 

Tht Intensity of reflected light from spheric*! ipecuUr reflectors 

between the earth and the moon will depend upon the diameter of the reflector 

and its distance from the earth. When the reflector is in opposition, the re¬ 

flected intensity ca be calculated quite simply •* shown in Pig. C-l. For 

a conven spherical mirror all of the light from a distant source which is 

incident upon the mirror surface within an angle of 45° from the direction 

to the source is reflected into a solid angle of ITT- The total incident 

light so received is given by 

Ft “ Fo ^ Rp2 

where F • total incident light 
t 

P ■ solar light flux at balloon surface 
0 

Rp * projected radius • R^ cos 45° 

From this the intensity of reflected light received at a surface a distance d 

from tha balloon is: 

F - F rr (R. COS 45°)2/2 7rd2 - F R 2/4d2 (C-l) 
E o '® os 

c-i 
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vhtr« F La th« reflecced flux at the earth's surface. In the above 
E 

relation, the fact that the focal point of the mirror (for a small 

angular aperture) Is K/2 behind the surface Is ignored. 

The above value is strictly correct only for exact opposi¬ 

tion, and may be obtained in another manner. In Fig. C-2, it is seen 

that the light from a distant source reflected into a region of radius 

R at a distance d, will be equal to that incident upon a region of the mirror 
Jm 

surface bounded by one-half the angle subtended at the mirror by the re¬ 

ceptor. All light Incident upon the mirror outside of this area will 

be reflected at an angle sufficiently great to miss the earth. The 

radius of the projected area on the mirror from which light is reflected 

to the earth is then 

R - R . R_/2d 
p s E 

and so the intensity of the reflected light at the earth's surface 

will be: 

rE - r0 7r (Rs - RE/2d)2/7r re2 - foasW 

If the sun and reflector are not in opposition, and the 

sun haa an elevation angle of 0 with respect to the earth, the light 

flux reflected from the reflector to the earth can be calculated as 

shown In Fig. C-3. Consider the light Incident upon a circular strip 

of width Rjdt centered about an angle of 0/2 with respect to the 1 

axis (or source direction). The area of this atrip as seen in the 
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figure will then be 

A - 2 JT R 2 sin e/2 d0 ® © 

The incident light per unit area on this strip will then be given by 

Fo cos e/2 when F0 is the light flux/4init area from the source. The 

total light incident upon the strip in question will then be 

E * 2Fo1T Rg^ sin 6/2 cos 0/2 d0 (C-2) 

All of this 1‘ght will be reflected into a region bounded by two cones 

as shown, and the angle between the two conical surfaces will be 

equal to 2d6. At a distance d, from the surface, all of the light re¬ 

flected from the circular strip will impinge upon an area equal to 

AE • 2 7T d2 sin 62d0 (C-3) 

Therefore the intensity of the reflected light as received on this area 

will be 

- ^*2F0 TT Rj2 sin 0/2 cos e/2de]y^ 2 7r d“ sin 02de 

- [f0R,2 sin 0/2 cos 6/2]J 2d2 sin 6 

- F0RS2/ 4d2 (C-4) 

since sin 0/2 cos 0/2 « 1/2 aln 0. 

The light flux received from e epherical specular reflector is therefore 

independent of the phase engle of the source, reflector and receiver 

system. 
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C.2 CONVEX SPHERICAL DIFFUSE REFLECTOR 

The light received at the surface of the earth fro* a convex 

spherical diffuse reflector In cla-lunar space can be calculated as 

shown in the following. 

Let the sub-solar point be the pole (Fig. C-4) and | the angle 

between the polar axis and an arbitrary point (P) on the surface. The 

light flux incident on unit area of the spherical surface at P is then 

readily seen to be J cos ¢, where J is the solar light flux at the Earth 

Lunar distance. In this calculation, the incident light is assumed to 

be parallel. An element of area ds at the point P will be given by 

da ■ R^ sin $ d$ d© (C-5) 

with 6 being the atimuth angle as shown. In this picture the terminator 

la quite accurately at J - 7T/2; and so the total light incident upon 

the illuminated hamlaphere is readily attained by integration; 

2rr 77/2 

E total 

■ 2 7r JR2 (ain2$) 
Jr/2 

'0 

aa would be expected from simple considerations. 
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Since the surface Is « ■Uffuse reflector, the •mount of 

light reflected from unit area at point P into unit solid angle in 

the direction D is equal to 

E -J— J cos è cospC (c*7) 
D 

where C< is the angle between OP and OD, the direction to the receiver 

The light reflected into unit solid angle in the direction of 

the receiver at D from an element of area at P ts then 

E - JL JR2 cos é sin I dj> d0 cost*. (C-8) 
uoD jf 1 

Let the radius, R, be unity and cosoC is the projection of OP on OQ. 

If components of OP and OQ are x, y, r and x', y\ x', respectively, 

X • sin $ cos *' “ C0*V 

y ■ sin (J sin v' * s'n8ln 

x - cos $ “ cosfi> 

and 

coaoC - xx’ + yy' + tx' 

- sin * cos 0 sin (¾ cos/ + »in $ sin 0 alnß sin ^ co. $ co»^ 

- .In ÿ slnß (cos $ cos/1 + sin $ .In/ ) + cos { coa ß 

- .ln t sin^ä co. (f -») + co. coa ß 

The light reflected into unit area at distance d and in the direction 

OD from the visible portion of the Illuminated hemisphere Is then 

(for d» R): 
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Ed • ¿5^. (»Inßjjco* f «ln2 $ co* (^-0) df df 

+ co«a//co«^ ^ «ln I d| <M) (C-9) 

Spccitl C>ict. 

Two tptclal caats can be aolved quita readily. The»e are for 

full phaae and quadrature. A alnpliflcation can be nada without los« of 

generality by defining the coordinates auch that the aource and receiver 

(Sun and Earth) are contained In the yi plane. Then)* become« fill and 

the term coa (/-0) become« coa (7f/2 - 0) * a in 0. 

Full Phaae. 

For the full phase situation^le taro and the general expresa ion 

above (C-9) reduces to 

2» 71/2 

coa2 é a In ¿ d# (C-10) 

o o 

the limita being readily established since 

portions of the hemispheres are identical, 

we obtain 

eDF * ^ -2(- ) 
a 3 

the Illuminated and visible 

Integrating this expression 

(C-ll) 

as the reflected light flux (per unit area) at the surface of a 

receiver at distance d. 

C-10 
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Quadrature 

For quadrature the an^le ff is-/' 2 and (€-9) then reduces to 

|) s 1 n*^ sin 0 d(t d0 (C-12) 

fr 

'OF 
jrJ 

d‘ 
COS 

0 0 

The limits on $ are established by the fact that only the upper hemisphere 

is illuminated. The limits on 0 are fixed by the portion of the sphere 

which is visible from a distant point along the y axis Then the 

light flux at the receiver from the 

T i 
E • ¿L 2 (sirTO) 

DQ 7? ~r— 

quadrature (half moon) will be; 

' * y 
- 

o 3 d2 (C-13) 

so that the light received from the balloon at quadrature will be l/rr 

that, received at: full phase 

Gibbous Phase 

While the full phase and quadrature cases fall out quite simply 

the evaluation of light received from the reflector in the gibbous phase 

(0<(3><Tr/2) and the crescent phase ( ^'/2<(3<ir) is somewhat more difficult. 

For simpler calculation, rotate the coordinate system until the source and 

receiver are in the xz plane with the x component of OD being positive 

(Fig. 05), The components of OP and OQ now become 

x - sin ifi cos 0 x' ■* sin/0 

y • sin $ sin 0 y' ■ o 

z * cos f z' - cos/3 

0*11 
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Th«n, considering the unit sphere ss before, cose< will be given by 

coscC • XX1 + yy1 + * 

sin cos 0 sin fò + cos | sin^3 (C-14) 

and (C-9) can be rewritten as 

* . JR2 (sin/3 I sin2 f cos $ cos 0 d$ dfl -f cos/3 /1 cos2^ 
D "57 ' JJ 'JJ 

sin 0 d® d©) (C-15) 

although it must be noted that the limits of integration will not be the 

same as for (C-9). 

To establish a relationship between the value of $, at the 

limit of visibility from D, and the angles (3 and 0 refer to the figure 

and note that again using the unit sphere 

cos c • projection of OP on OY ■ cos b cos a 

b ■ 90° - $ so cos b - sin I 

a - 270° - 0 so cos a ■ sin 0 

from which, since cos c * cos b cos a 

cos c * sin $ sin 0 

From the law of sines (referring to the triangle) 

sin b " sin c or sin b - sin ß sin c 
siny3 sin 7r/2 

If we now start with the relations: 

cos c «-sin 4 «ln ® 

2 1/2 
sin b ■ cos $ ■ sin/3 sin c ■ sin/3 (1 - cos c) 

? * 0 1/2 
• sin/(3 (1 * sin f »»n^O) 

C-13 
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Ihan squaring, v« gat 

co»2 I - 1 - *in2| • »in2^ (1 * »in2$ «ln2t) 

- »in2^ - »in2/3 »ln2# »ln2J 

ao 

• in2f (1 - »ln^3 »in2®) • 1 - »in^ • co»*ß 

from which 

f+ co»/3 
" Tl - iln*/5 (C-I6) 

Fron thia wc can obtain a relation for coa 

co»2¿ - I - .Ç.S!2/fl --- " 1 ♦ aln2/3 aln2® - coa2,/3. 
1 - aln¿/5 aln¿® 1 - aln^/O aln^f 

- Ir »lA »iü2g...:-.a-....ÜL"-2^_) 
1 - ain2(^ aln2® 

- 1«ln2/î aln2® - 1 -f aln2/3 
1 - ain2/3 »Irr® 

• aln2<3 (1 - aln2®) - aln2/3 coa2® 
l - aln2^ aln2® l - aln2/3.aln2® 

Tharafora 

cos jf a 1 iiaJ2 9.9±1 
(1 - aln¿/Ó "iïn2®5 'l'H' (€-17) 

C-14 
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H,, choice of sign for thee, qointltle. %*ea u.ed .. the ll.lt. 

of lht.gr.tlon nu.t b. d.t.r.ln.d. For the .Ito.tloo Ulo.tr.t.d In 

Fig. C-4 (gibbon. ph..e) 4 •"«‘/S »1» U. between 4 .nd Ff/2, end « 

between h/2 end 37T/2. iber. since both ein 4 »nd coe 4 mu#c be positl 

the proper signs will be 

.4., l m + CO8 /3 , i -1- 
Bln * (I - sin'!/3 sln¿e)1/J 

cos 
X - sin P COS 0 , r 

i " (1 - sin^ sin^T 
rr 

since cos 0 will be negative. 

. j .„.i,,«re (C-15) as follows: The total We can then proceed to evaluate tu 

energy received in a unit area at 

IT/2 ^/2 

„ JR 
edg V'd7" 

D from the gibbous reflection will be: 

sinp sln2ji cos ^ cos 6 + cosacos2# *lp 

- ir/2 o 

3^/2 

"*7 2 

9in sin2/ cos J cos 0 + coi^3 cot2J. aln ¢) dO d| 

' (C-18) 

For the sake of convenience let us eva 
luate the two Integrals separately. 

Th 
• flrat integral i. readily treated, the first integration leading to: 

C-15 
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(019) 

• JR 
37rd2 

TV 2 ^/2 
sinfî f cos 0 d® + coflfO 

- VY2 

JR 
r >/2 

2 sin/3 (sin 6 J 
3Vd2 

TV/2 

/ dB 

72 

+ cos/3 (0 
V2 

M ̂
/2 

JR2 
Wd7 

2 sin^S + 77 cos J (C-20) 

In the first step in integrating the second Integral we set the limits 

for ^ as given in (016) and (017). 

EdqUI) “ 3*^ d2 

3 Tr/2 3 /¾ 
• in/3 f cos 0 d® -£2!_i--—rrr 

' j (Fsln^^iiin7«)^ 

Try 2 

3 77 72 

+ co s/3 j d® 

7V2 

3 7r/2 
+ »ln3/S col3»— + co. p [ 

(l-ain^sinTG)177 J 
' 7V 2 

d0 (021) 

C -16 
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If we now let u ■ sinß sin 8 

du ■ sin ß cos 8 d© 

€-21 can be written as (the limits referring to 8) 

E^dl) 

3 If H 

^ I ‘°‘V J TO« 
fr/2 

3 7r/2 

+ cos 

* cos/3 { u2du + cos^i (8) 
ÎT/2 (l-udJ// 

/3 sin^J 

3 Tf / 2 1 

L 

3 7T/2 
du 

J 0^7)-377 

tt/2 

(C* 22) 

from which 

E.ui) - ^jr:, 
^ TfTd2 (cos3//, + cos/3 sin /3 -cos A ) sin A sin 8. 

2 I It (l-sin^;? sin^)r^ 

L 

3|tf /2 

< 

lrf/2 

+ cos/3 sin*3 (sin ß sin 8 +77 cotf‘3 

3 TY/2 

Try 2 

JR 
3 77 d 

[ 
-2 (3 cos p + TT cosß (C-23) 

Since cos3^ + cos |0 sin3,<3 - cos 

3 2 
• cosy3 + cos/3(l-cos fi>) - cot“ 0 

C -17 
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Then the light received et the point D iron the glbboue reflector 1« 

the eum of D17 end D19. 

EDG 
iilij (7r cot (3 - (J cot (3 + e in (3 ) (C* 24) 

Creecent Phe»e 

Referring to Fig. (C-5), the limits for ( cen be established 

again for the crescent phase in the same manner as for the gibbous 

reflector. The terms for sIn $ and cos $ are the same as given in 

(C-16) and (C-17). For the crescent phase, will lie between ^7/2 

and 77", $ between 0 and 7T/2 and in the quadrant visible from D 0 

varies from - 7772 to + 7772. Since again both sin $ and cos $ must be 

positive we must now use 

i in I - _. 
{l-ilnz/3 sin^S) 17 

(C-25) 

and 

cos f ■ 
(1 

+ sin /3 cos ® 

• sinZp slnz®) 
(C-26) 

as co«(3 will be negative, and sin^ and cos » will be positive through¬ 

out the range considered. For the crescent phise we obtain the value 

for light received at D by subtracting the value of the Integral of C-15 

over the region of the vlelble illuminated quadrant beyond the horiron 

from the value of the integral over the whole quadrant. Then 

C-1S 
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E - JR 
kdc -57 

ftH ^ 
f f sin^j »ln^ cos J cos 0 + coscos2f 9 In ¢) d« 

- {/2 4 
rr/2 0 

/ Í sin A sln2f cos f cos » + coscos“-! sin *> di (C- 
rf/2 § ’ 

The first integral was evaluated above (C-20) 

The second integral becomes: 

rr/2 

hew - sinj/J cos 0 sin '0] I + cos 
0 

3 

-W2 f 

P{- 
■cos Ml d0 

^/2 

rr/2 

JR2 f . sin ß cos 0 cosJ/2». . + ¢08 1¾ sln^/a co»3^.. 
3n5f2 J * (1 - sin^/0 8 in¿03 ,2 (1 - sin^/O s in20)3/2 

rr/2 
JR j 
3 7f d 2 / 

- rr/2 

cos cos /3 u ^ dvj . 
d 

•nd agdln the limite refer to • end not to u. 

4 

V) 

cos/3 d0 

COS p d# 

C-19 
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Then 

¥ /’TT'i ■ JR ^ 
'k'11' 3ÎM1 

(• c. s 73 + cotfl - coa(3 ) " ^ » * — 
\ ( (I (1 - BinVîiin4®) ' (1 - s InyS 

ÏÏ/2 1 

+ co*/3 lin*1 {linÆ »ln 8 J - cos A (8) 
' .ir/2 ’ - 7T/2 

Jlf_ (2f3co»(3 • Trcosß ) 
3frd2 

(C-28) 

The value for the crescent reflector Is then the difference between 

C-20 and C-28 

(2 »ln|3+ 7r co#(3 - 2^ co*^3 + Tf coafl ) 

(7T co»|3 -/3co*(9 + iin(^ ) (C-29) 

which 1» the »ame as for the gibbous phase. This relation holds for all 

phases as the full and quadrature cases art special values of the 

crescent and gibbous. 



APPENDIX D 

THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE EARTH. THE SUN AND THE MOON 

D.l GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

Extrapolation of the known facts concerning the earth's field 

probably should provide the main basis for a discussion of field» interior 

to the earth. a first approximation the magnetic field of the earth 

may be considered to originate in uniform magnetization of the whole volume 

25 1 
or from a dipole with a strength of 8.1 x 10 gauss cm located at the 

center. The axis of the field is inclined at an angle of 11.4° to the 

axis of rotation and the vertical magnetic intensity at the earth's surface 

varies from about 0.3 gauss at the equator to about 0,6 at the geomagnetic 

pole^ ^. 

Superimposed on the steady field are transient components amount¬ 

ing to not more than a few percent of the total intensity which may be 

separated from the main field by the method of spherical harmonic analysis'" 

This part of the field appears to be due to current systems in the upper 

atmosphere or even at appreciable distances from the earth. 

Except for the small external part, the field seems to be of 

internal origin, exhibiting little correlation with geographic structure. 

A second outstanding feature is the slow change with a period of the ord*: 

of hundreds of years (the secular variation) Local anona lies of 
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of considerable extent are not uncotmon. The largest, at Kursk, USSR 

results In a field several times greater than the normal value. Geometrically, 

it Is In the form of strips roughly 250 km long. Anomalies generally are 

believed to consist of deposits of ferromagnetic material, probably 

magnetite.. Other large ferruginous deposits are known which produce 

negligible magnetic affects. These latter are evidently sedimentary and 

have been laid down in such a way that the ferromagnetic substances are 

store or less aligned in the field of the earth. Generally speaking, the 

local anomalies are presumed to be due to thermal remanence or Induction 

in the earth's fleld^. 

In order to explain the observed phenomena, theories have been 

proposed based on ferromagnetism, electrostatic and dynamic principles. 

However well they may explain the main field, they shed little light on 

the matter of a probable origin in the core or of the secular variation. 

The theory of llsaaeer^ , ^ and Bullard ^ seems to show that magneto- 

hydrodynamic motions in a fluid, conducting core would under certain con¬ 

ditions, generate and sustain a magnetic field. This latter theory does 

not present a real explanation of the secular variation nor Is It clear 

to what tha cause of convection in the core may be attributed. It seems 

(7) 
however to have gained the widest acceptance 
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The field at a distance from the earth should be nearly the dipolar 

value and be given by 

» - "o <f3 

where H0 ia the field at the surface 

r the radial distance 

ar|d a the radius of the earth. 

In practice, exact calculations require more extensive computations. The 

quiet field hat, been measured to altitudes of 100-200 kxn. Heppner ^ 

et al found that up to 160 km the difference between measured and expected 

fields could be explained by local anomalies. The accuracy of the measur«tients 

was + 5 1? in the above experiment. 

In the last few years, more and more Information has been obtained 

concerning the external components of the field. The current systems 

responsible for the observed effects cannot be defined uniquely by 

measurements at the earth's surface and therefore rocket or satellite 

measurements are necessary. Kaple(9) et al and Singer(1°) found a 

negative discontinuity in the field atrength at 105 km of about IX. This 

result appears to confirm the existence of an equatorial current sheet or 

"electrojet" flowing in an easterly direction. Cahill*11^ has found, in 

a series of ROCKOOl launchings, that the electrojet consisti of two or 

more current layers and to be rather restricted in spacial extent 

(12) 
Chapman has made estimates of the expected fields due to 
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certain of these ionired layers in the upper atmosphere. Passage through 

an auroral arc for example may cause a field change of + 0.27 gauss; l.e. , 

from about 0.33 to 0.87 gauss. Other current systems may result in 

variations of the order of 100 . Measurements of this type will require 

JL 

instrumental accuracies of the order of + 10 ï or one part in 10 at a 

/ 1 

maximum field intensity of about 0.5 gauss. Heppner has made similar 

estimates for satellite altitudes of 1400 km. The expected field changes 

are of the order of 10 K requiring an accuracy of perhaps one part in 105. 

All of the above figures neglect the effect of magnetic induction in the 

earth. However, this correction is probably small but should decrease the 

above values. 

D-2 THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF THE SUN 

From the Zeeman effect which is observed in the solar spectrum, 

the presence of magnetic fields on the sun has been known for many years 

and magnetic energy seems to play an important part in sunspot phenomena. 

The most recent measurements^^'1 indicate a general solar field of about 

1 gauss and of opposite polarity to that of the earth. Tills field intensity 

(IS) 
la more than an order of magnitude less than previously reported 

It seems quite likely that: the solar field will deviate considerably 

from the dipolar configuration due to outward streaming of ionized gases. 

The lines of force may be stretched out to produce an essentially radial 

field^1^, At the earth's orbit a solar field of 1 gauss could result in 

a field as large as lOj^ on this basis, compared with the dipole value of 
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0.001 y . Alfver/17^ h*« r«l»ed objection* to the u*t of Zeeman effect 

aeaeurament* and derive* eomevhat higher value* for the *olar field. 

SI* model al*o poatulate* a distortion of the field idiich ra*uit* in it* 

extenalon to distance* of perhap* four time* the orbital radlu* of the 

earth. At the earth, the intensitie* for the assumed configuration* vary from 

7 to 70 If i and are comparable with those of the dUturbed field. 

Stellar field* of several thousand gauss have been measured but 

produce negligible effect* at the earth because of the enormous distances. 

As in the case of the earth, no entirely acceptable theory seems to have 

been proposed. It may be that the field* are remnants of fields associated 

with the formation of the star or, more likely, have a magnetohydrodynamlc 

origin in the turbulent gases of the interior. 

In this connection, the so-called "fundamental" theories perhaps 

should be mentioned. These theories state that magnetism is a property 

of massive rotating bodies and give the magnetic dipole moment M as 

G is the gravitational constant, 

C the velocity of light 

II the angular momentum. 

llackett'iU/ has pointed out that the theory is in agreement with measurement 

for the star 78 Virginis, the earth and for the aun (if the older value of 

where 

and 
n a'i 

D-5 
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50 gauss Is used). Unfortunately, it has not been confirmed either 

by careful laboratory investigation or by mes sûrement of the earth's 

field<l9>. While serious difficulties are encountered in connection with 

this theory, it is mainly of Interest because it does in principle, permit 

generalized application to any astronomical body. 

D.3 TM MAGNETIC FIELD OF mi HOCH 

Sinei he moon appears to have no liquid core, a self-eaclted 

dynamo theory of the magnetic field cannot be applied. Furthermore, its low 

density (3.33) indicates that no appreciable fraction can be iron, making 

ferromagnetism unlikely as a source. Because these theories sema to be the 

most successful in explaining the fields of the earth and the sun, the 

existence of a lunar field of any appreciable intensity is doubtful. 

Kven with a field comparable to that of the earth, direct measurament 

from terrestrial locations would not be possible because of the extremely 

low intensity (r-lO**’ gauss). Recently, however, lopal^^ reports meaaure- 

ments of Kozyrev as evidence for no appreciable magnetic field on the moon. 

His interpretation is based upon the disappearance at aunaet of luaineacence ahich 

is presumed to be due to charge particles from the aun. 

(22) 
Vestlne has discussed in some detail the various possibilities 

for the existence of s lunar field and has provided estimates of the field 

strengths which can be expected. He shows that if the moon were originally 

part of the earth as has been hypothesized, and has a composition similar 

to that of terrestrial rocks, a field as large as 40 fmight result. This 

field would be that due to thermoremanent magnetization in the field of 
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the earth It is possible that the sanie conditions would obtain 

, (20) 
the moon and the earth merely were much closer at one time 

The same author shows that the magnetic energy trapped with¬ 

in a cloud of gaseous material condensing to form the moon would not 

result in. a field since even if the lunar conductivity were higher 

than that of terrestrial rock, the time of decay would he small. 

He states also that lack of information as to the magnetic properties 

of meteorites prevents a conclusion based on liey s ' ,htory of 

lunar accretion from smaller meteor it ic masses. However, It seems 

certain that in this case the moon would have been at some t¡me 

above the Curie point, and probably in any case could have only a 

remanent field. Vestine also suggests the possibility that a 

remanent magnetization may have resulted from toroidal fields produced 

by thermoelectric action in a molten moon He estimates a possible 

field as great as 100 / for this case 

Perhaps as postulated by Urey<23) the Iron on the moon is 

distributed throughout in masses the size of iron meteorites On 

the surface therefore, there may be local concentrations of iron He 

estimates that an iron meteor as Urge as 100 miles in diameter tell 

in the Mare imbrium(24). Such a collision would form a terromagnetic 

area possibly 8¾ km in diameter (somewhat less than the diameter of 

the mare), and several times the extent of the largest known terrestrial 

anomaly Considering it to be a dipole with a surtare field intensity 
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of the same order the lunar field it would be detectIble as 

approximately 101 change in field strength at a distance of 1000 km. 

D.4 INSTRUMENTATION 

Methods which have been used for making magnetic field 

measurements may be divided into three general classes: (1) .static, 

induction, . <J spin system devices. Blackett has discussed the 

limitations of the first two methods and has been able to construct 

instruments which have characteristics near the theoretical limits. 

An astatic magnetometer consists of two equal and oppositely 

directed bar magnets attached to a vertical rod and suspended by a 

fiber. The vertical gradient of horizontal field produces a 

deflection proportional to the field difference between the top and 

-li 
bottom magnets. It is clear that while sensitivities as high as 10 

gauss have been realized, such a system at least in Its usual form 1« 

not suited for use in a lunar vehicle. 

(191 Blackett has also provided an analysis of the rotating 

coil magnetometer in which it is shown that extremely high 

sensitivities are in principle possible. With small colls and 

speed of rotation of the order of 10 revolutions per second the 

limit may be of the order of 10 ^ gauss. With the use of high 

permeability cores the sensitivity should be greater than this 

figure but probably the signal to noise ratio will be limited to 

D*8 
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about the above order of magnitude by the characteristics of the 

amplifier. Since the induced voltage is proportional to the sine 

of the angle which the axis of the coil makes with respect to the 

field, more than one instrument will be required to completely 

determine the field intensity 

A magnetometer of the rotating coil type was used in the 

Farside experiment. This instrument consists of a rotating coil of 

wire surrounding a high permeability core, and is in principle a 

small dynamo The voltage induced in the coil is proportional to 

the speed of rotation and the geometry of the coil. The voltage 

developed across the coil is given by ^ 2TTf H^/10 , where 0 

is a function of the geometry and 2 IT f is the angular velocity 

In sensitive instruments the voltage may be amplified and in this 

case the limiting sensitivity is determined by the thermal noise 

generated in the coil and the noise figure of the amplifier. The 

9 A 
thermal noise voltage - AKTRAf. For R » 2 x 10 and A f " 

100, Et equals about 0.1 microvolt. 

(27) 
The magnetometer used in the Farside experiment employed 

a coil of fine wire containing a Mu-metal core connected to a 

transistor amplifier. The unit weighed less than a pound and was 

sensitive to lo" ' gauss. The voltage developed across the coll by 

the rotation of the vehicle (10 cycles/sec) was amplified, rectified 

and applied to a trigger circuit to give an output pulse rate proportional 
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to field «trength. 

A seneltive magnetometer which haa been used in rocket 

exploration is the ao-called flux-gate magnetometer. This device 

consista of two small Mu-metal core colls within an alternating 

field produced by a concentric driving solenoid. The induced 

fields in the smaller coils are balanced in a bridge circuit 

Due to the m linearity of the magnetliation characteristic of the 

Mu-metal a steady field will give rise to harmonics of the driving 

frequency in a pick-up coll. These harmonic voltages are 

proportional to the field intensity and may be filtered and amplified. 

Such an instrument was used by Maple^ ^ et al to measure the field 

discontinuity due to the equatorisl electro jet current. Their 

instrument was sensitive in the region of 10*4 gauss. The minimum 

detectible field according to Blackett is of the order of lo"7 gauss. 

The flux-gate instrument requires rather exact adjustment and 

calibration and local fields must be carefully balanced out. 

In the above instruments the field strength indication It 

a function of the position of the instrument in the field. There¬ 

fore s single instrument will determine the field only with respect 

to a particular orientation of the rocket. To measure the vector 

magnitude of the field, three instruments are necessary 

D-10 
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The limitations of induction instruments have led to the 

development of devices in which the field strength indication is 

orientation-independent These magnetometers take advantage of the 

fact that nuclear and atomic spin moments may be aligned by external 

means, In the transition from oriented to non-ortented stales, 

electromagnetic radiation which is a function of the magnetic field 

intensity is emitted. 

( 
One such device is the proton precession magnetometerv 

This instrument has been employed in rocket measurements and Its 

constructional simplicity as well as high accuracy appear to be of 

advantage This magnetometer consists of a container of proton-rich 

substance (water or kerosene for example) within a solenoidal coll. 

A current flowing in the coil produces a strong field which causes 

the proton spin moments to become oriented. This field is then turned 

off and the spins precess about, the earth's field. In doing so they 

resonate at the Larmor frequency, f a gH where g is the gyrooiagnetlc 

ratio. For protons in the field of the earth, this frequency lies 

in the audio range and is about 2000 cycles per second. A voltage 

of this frequency is induced in the coil and in practice an electronic 

means for switching the coil from the polarising current to an 

amplifying circuit is provided. The accuracy of the Instrument has 

been given as approximately . 10 f. The lower limit of field strength 

measurement is probably near 100 gamma, The signal amplit ude is pro- 

D-ll 
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2 
portional to sin 0, where 0 is the angle between the axis of the 

sensing coil and the earth's field. It therefore requires the use 

of two sensing coils placed at right angles to one another in order 

to obtain a signal at all times during the rocket flight. 

(27) 
Varian Associates ' have under development for the 

Naval Research Laboratory another magnetometer which uses th 

principle c pin orientation. This instrument uses an optical 

method for producing the necessary population differences. Although 

the important principles have been demonstrated, it is understood 

that no usable instruments are presently available, at least for 

rocket exploration purposes. However it appears that the basic 

ideas are quite promising and that sensitivities several orders of 

magnitude greater than for proton precession magnetometers are possible. 

In this new system a beam of circularly polarired sodium 

resonance radiation is used to "optically pump" atoms of an alkali 

vapor in argon from the -1/2 magnetic sublevel of the ground state 

to the first excited state. Because of collisions with the "buffer 

gas", argon, the excited atoms return to both sublevels without 

preference as to which level, resulting eventually in all of the 

atoms being in the +1/2 sublevel and a net magnetic moment along the 

beam direction. The intensity of the light transmitted through the 

vapor can be mõhitofetfby*means of a photocell. Any change in the 
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relative populations, as for eKampIe by radio frequency resonance 

between the magnetic sublevels, will modulate the intensity of 

light received by the photocell. 

(27) 
In the system described , a second polarised light 

source and photocell are placed at right angles to the first 

beam so that the two intersect. In the same region a weak r 

magnetic f is also applied. If there is a static magnetic 

field present and if the frequency of the r-f field corresponds 

to the Larmor frequency, then the intensity of the light beam is 

modulated at the Larmor frequency. By sweeping the r-f frequency 

the resulting resonance lines have been found to be extremely 

-5 -1 
sharp, with a width of perhaps 10 gauss or 10 gauss in the 

most favorable instance. For sodium the resonance frequency is 

about 0.7 Mc/gauss. 

In all cases the actual level structure is more complicated 

than outlined above and makes an exact description difficult For 

potassium the level separations result in a resonance frequency 

of 1 MC per gauss. Further refinement of the basic device his 

been suggested and includes use of a single light source and 

elimination of the r-f generator. This is accomplished by connecting 

an amplifier between the photocell and light source. 
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